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LESSON XVIII. 

SECTION 150.-;::::-';0ld things are passed away; be 
_ hold~s ·are become new." 

In no field of science is this more assuredly true, 
than in the science of medicine . .:. "First, learn what 
is the matter with your patient, then prescribe the 
remedy," was the admonition of the learned J, Adams 
Allen, M. D., L L. D., President of the Rush Medical 
College_.:_invariably given to students of that institu
tion. The doctor who allows his patient to make the 
diagnosis, and treats the effect instead of the cause, is 
being retired from the field. and the man of the superb 
new century is coming to the front. Idiosyncrasies of 
physique and character, have much to do with ch·arac
teristics of disease. For a quarter of a centur v the 
w~1y::icia,~.,g hav6-la:b-on,d to i'.npress 
~o-u. •. ie fratei'mty, the importance of becomrng ac
quainted with their patients-knowing them well be
fore administering remedies. Who does not know 
that implicit confidence in his physician is of vital im
portance to the patient's recovery? Confidence a.nd 
hope are the twin angels which surround the sick-bed 
with their ministrations of love and halos of sun-

-shine. 

SECTION 151.-The day is far gone when the much
learned ethical pretender, with pompous look and pa
tronizing manner, can enter the sick-room and corn-

- mand the n,spect and confidence of his patient. The 
successful practitioner of to-day is the man who. with 
radiant countenance and sunshine in his soul, fills the 
1:oom with his blessed presence, and places him in
stantly in touch with the sick. There is "healing in 
his wings," How gently he takes the hand, sending 

L a thrill of pleasure all over the one whom h€l has al-
ready inspired by his pleasing presence. TI e is ap
parently "taking the pulse," but he is carefully scru 
tinizing the hand. It is the back of the hanc1 he is 
lo"oking at now, and its peculiar type he is recording. 
It is the psychic hand. Then this divinely idealistic, 
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supersensitive soul must be gently cared for. Every 
feature of this highly visional, impressional, exquisite 
nature must be closely studied. This is not one of the 
Material World, but of the Spiritual. Every sensible 
practitioner of to-day knows that the remedies em
ployed with this patient must differ greatly from those 
·used with the robust, square type of hand, Fixed 
ideas and narrow conceptions-laid down in the old 
"formuley" (formula)-are cast aside, and we address 
ourselves to this one-who longs to bathe her soul in 
the dream of Seraphs-with simple, palliative, and 
tonic remedies, ten per cent, and suggestion, ninety 
per cent. This lily does not grow iu the desert, but 
must have sun.shine, gentle showers, and dewl'l. 

SECTION 152.-Our next patient has a squ9,re hand, 
short, square ended fingers. He is intensely practical 
See the straight, stiff thumb, and, as you appear care
fully to take his pulse, turn the hand sufficiently to 
see that the head line is widely separated from the 
heart line. If the head line is long, clear cut,· and 
nearly straight across the hand, you must proceed cau, 
tiousl_y to impress him favorably. Everything you 
say must be practical-nothing visionary. Look to 
his health line and make your diagnosis brief, and let 
every word you utter address itself to his critical na
ture. To illustrate moro pra·ctically, let me take three 
cases presented at a public clinic in the Temple last 
March, at which many of the students of the Medical 
College, as well as several physicians, were in attend
ance. 

SECTION 153.-Case 1. A lady, about thirty-five 
years of age, came upon the stage for diagnosis. Tak
ing her hand while talking to the audience, and appa
rently timing the pulse, I saw the acute, conic 
type-a child of impulse-without enough continuity 
to continue taking any one remedy long enough to be 
much benefited. Love of luxury and indolence pre
dominated. Her dress showed plainly that sl:ie could 
afford either. Carefully turning her hand, I observed 
the marriage line full of little islands and forked, indi
cating unhappiness in her married[ife. At these pub
lic clinics it was understood that all diagnosis were 
public. Addressing the audience, I hastily gave ·the 
histor_y of her ailments, for every feature of which I 
was indebted to chirology. This 1ady was in a bad 
state of mind-DISATISFIED AND UNSATISFIED. Let 
the student who understands the effects of these con-



d1tions, upon the digestive organs, tr11ce theJP-through 
all their effects upon the nervous and circulatory 
system. 

, BJ ushingly, yet very frankly, the lady stated to the 
audieuce that I had told her all her physical ailments, 
and, hesitating a moment, she said: '' He can't make 
me believe he got that information from my pulse and 
hand. He's a clairvoyaut, a spirit medium." 

SECTION 154.-Case 2. A man of forty-five years, 
long, bony hand, clearly philosophic, Long forefin
gers, nearly as long as the second, large joints and 
long, fluted nails. Health line broken up in piece;:;, 
and touching the life line at forty-five. To the audi
ence I stated tha} this man was a philosopher, and ex
ceedingly cranky about order. At this m0ment I ob
served his thin) flabby mount of Veuus, and the mar
riage· line dividing at the end into a drooping fork, 
and sloping towards the center of the hand. The in
fluence line on Venus ended in the crossing of a deep 
grief line at thirty-eight. 

Briefly summed up, he was a man of marked per
sonality-excessively long forefinger, a born ruler and 
lmrer of order in detail. At the age of thirty, he mar
ried a woman of tyvenLy with a conic hand. She was 
very susceptible to affairs of the heart, fond of admir
ati0n, having not one scintilla of order, and utterly in
capable of appreciating any of the plans, or whims of 
her husband. Six years of misery and ineompatibil
ity, ended in divorce, and left him a physical wreck. 
The broken health line, indicative of confirmed dys
pepsia, touching the life line at forty-five, revealed the 
age at which the undermining agencies would bring 
about dissolution. The long, fluted nails exhibited 
too plainly consumption as the sequela of ibis ill-mated 
union. As discreetly as possible, I described the vari
Gus stages of this man's malady, beginning with the 
nervo-vital disturbance in the convolutions of the 
brain-the telegraphing of this intense nerve strain to 
the pneumogastric nerve plexus, the beginning of the 
seriou,i complication from mal-assimilation to the end. 
There were many in the audience who will never for
get the impressive remarks of the doomed man, upon 
the conclusion of my examination. 

) S~cuoN 155 -Case 3. A lady of thirty-six years, 
oontmuously coughing, very thin-visaged, and reduced 
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in flesh. Taking her hand, l found the pulse indicat. 
ng £ever, and, taki1{g her temperature, found it 101 
legrees. The life line was unbroken and complete to 
he age of sixty-five, except for a spot at thirty two, 
. nd a very thin pbce in the line at thirty-six. A sec
nd line of life parnlleled the original life line three

fourth its length. There was not the least trace of a 
health li,1e in the hand, Turninu- the hand over in-

• 0 ' 

stead of the long, fluted nail, I found a short, strong 
nail, but ribbed. The line of de:;;t;.C.j' hegan at tbe 
wrist and ran straight to saturn. The palm. ~""'~ ·:c::y 
firm, and the head line long and clearly cut. The 
lines off the maniage line showed. seven children. 
Here was my opportunity. Every phase of this lady's 
case, accorcling to "the books," declared her in the last 
stages of consumption. To the audience I said : 
"Here is a lady that has been told so often that she 
has consumption that she has begun to be] ieve it her
self. She has nothing of the kind, and will live to be 
nearly double her present age." She was coughing at 
the time, and from among the group of stuclents in the 
audience came remarks implying doubt. Continuing, 
I __sai_d: "At the age of thirty-two this lady had a 
very severe ill~hi-&h-.....~.!LJ:!igh ~ .. .,,t her life. 
Her cough was due to a chronic pneu:rnonial co· -~Lto1 , 

of the right lung, and that sick spell at thirty-two was 
pneumonia. She had given birth to seven children 
within eight years, and had cared for them This 
strain and overtaxing of her strength, with her exhaust
ing cough, had reduced her from one hundred and 
thirty-seven pounds to eighty-seven." Observe that 
the life line continued unbroken to the age of sixty-
five. Both Segno and Cheiro-the leading authorities 
on Chirology in Europe and America-teach that when 
the health line is completely absent, the constitution 
is stronger than when the health line is apparent. Now 
notice, too, that the line of destiny ran unbroken from 
the wrist to and onto the Mount of Saturn, a positive 
sign of strong personality, and double assurance of 
success. The very firm palm indicated solidity, force I of _character, and_ a stiff thum_b completed the list of 
traits, all conducive to longevity. There was no sign 

I of accident in her hand, but one serious illness showed 
so plainly on the life line at thirty-two, that I knew as 
positively as I know that Ohirology is an established 
science, that the lady would not fail to recover. With 
the understanding that I should treat and fully restore 
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the lady to health, or charge no fe0, I took her case, 
and in seven w,·eks she weighed one hunJrL·d and 
twenty three pound~, and was able to do all he,- own 
housework, and is to-day at the seaside, where she 
Lathes in the surf every da_y. "But," says the learned 
critic, "if she had not met your diagnosis, and taken 
vourremecLes, would she Hot have died sooner or later?" 
Yes, assuredly yes. Cheiro says: "The marl/ of ill-
ness or de,,th need not be final, unless the su hject per
sist in following the course which is bringing about 
such an event.'' But she was not to pursue such a 
course. Every mark in her hand gave evide11ce to the 
contrary. Tile thin space on her life line showed the 
enfeebled vitality at that age, but its rleep, narrow con
tinuation without a break or conj u ncti()n up to sixty
five, supported by the second line, definitely foretold 
the happy result of regained vitality and health. An
other critic inquires whether, if I had examined her 
sputum and found tubercular bacillus, if I would still 
have made the same prognosis? Assuredly. Nothing 
could have induced me to go ba,:k on a scientific dec
laration of Nature that she would recover, Further-
more-havi.ng told her so many things which she 

_ ~.eJ:e~fore un.known to me-every up-to-date 
ph_ysician knows that, when I stood before that critical 

. audience, and declared that she had no incurable dis
ease, and that I would undertake to cure her without 
reward unless successful, that I had her implicit confi
dence, and, therefore, her recovery had already begun. 

LESSON XIX. 

SECTION 156.-The seientific Chirologist reJmces in 
the knowledge that he may not only know what is in-
dicated to occur in the life of an individual, but that 
it is his province to give warning of any approaching 
calamity, that it it rntiy, by the proper course, be 
averted. The charlatan and quack delight in the 
ignorance of the people, and thrive upon their credu
lity and superstition. Tlie educated and refined doctor 
(teacher), of scientific research and nobility of s ul, 
gazes up,m the great rush o:f frail humanity after quack 

octors, quack bo.oks; after all forms of error, and one-
sided pathies and isms, and groans in his soul that 
such thing/l must be. It is sad to see so many in this 
eulightened age going w,rong, and often, too, under 
the tuition of prnfessedly educated men. Tenaciously 
these teachers cling to the old dogmas and musty 
superstitions of the past, and refuse the illumination of 
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their souls by the refulgent light of science. 
Ignora11ce begets prejudice, and the only antidote 

for the poison of prejudic:e is knowledge. The scien
tific spirit differs from the dogmatic spirit because, in 
the pursuit of truth, it di,;misses all prejudice and all 
preconceived i 1,pressions. It has no theories to prove 
and no wishes to gratify, except the love of truth. It 
never assumes anything to be true until it is proved, 
and always holds itself ready to change any views as 
soon as proved to be erroneous. When it has found 
the trnth upon any subject it proclaims it whether 
popular or unpopular. Science can not longer be 9on
fined to the few. The habit of studying science is im
portant, not only for the facts that we learn, but on 
account of the habit we thereby form of looking at 
questions from a scientific point of view. 

Prejudice can not govern us in the formation of our 
opinions if we are scientific. Therefore, the gem of 
truth awaits our research. Deeply-rooted and wide
spre<1d error, which has chained the human family to 
the juggernaut of bigotry for centuries, confronts the 
progressive man in every vocation of life. The honor
able profession of medicine, though it has made rapid 
progress, is still honeycombed with intolerant bigotry, 
and many of its ablest practitioners today fear to de
part from their so-called "ethical pride," lest coming 
down from the lofty eminence of their dignity, tbay 
may feed the hungry multitude, and thus lower the 
standard of the profession. They will not learn and 
teach something new, because not included in the cnr
riculum of their Alma Mater. Science is no more de
graded by ministering to the wants of the people than 
is the sunlight when it trails its beams along the val
le_ys, or the rain when it falls alike upon the evil and 
the good. 

SECTION 157. -Jean Pat1l Richter bas somewhere 
presented in substance this simile, which th_e disciple 
of science should ever bear in mind. "Beautiful is the 
eagle when it soars aloft in the sky and plumes its dis
tant flight towards the sun, but more beautiful still 
when it descends to the earth and brings fooc! to its 
helpless offspring in their nest;. so the philosopher is 
noble when be lives above the world in the cold atmos
phere of science, but nobler still when he descends 
from his lofty heights and brings hope and comfort to 
the suffering sons of men." 



The late Di'. T.V. Ferris, whose numerous degrees 
entitled him to great respect, said: "If I could al
ways know with certainty what was the matter with 
my patient, I would rnon relieve him." 

Just here is where Chirology comes to the almost 
instant relief of the physician who is a Scientific Chiro
logical Diagnostician. Men and women are 6 •rn under 
conclitio11s that produce given results. Physicians are 
often thwarted in their efforts because they do not receive . 
the proper information-the history of the case. This 
is impossible with tlie Chirologist. He reads in the hand 
even the parental iufluence and ailings, and knows the 
condiLions under which the patient was born into tf.,e 
world The physician who, while he is making the 
acquaintance oI his patient, tells him of many of his 
leading traits of character, and that at such a ·time he 
had f.uch an illness, or such an aceident, to such a part of 
his body, has already an open ses:1me to bis confidence,· 
and has assuredly started him un the road to recovery. 

SEC'lloN 158.-The s,:ience of Chirology was estab
lished two thousand years before C'lrist. Its students 
and teachers were the sages and philosophers whose 
chief study was man. "Man's greatefst art is to know 
man," was an adage of those ancient philosophers, 
whose wisdom and knowledge is the, foundation of our 
modern school of . learning. A n:1xagoras, Aristotle, 
Par:1celsus, Cardamus, Pliny, Hispanus, and many 
contemporary great men were firm believers and 
teachers of the science. The church burled its ana
themas against it, and cruelly persecuted those who 
taught it, so that it languisiif'.d for a while, but, 

' Truth crushed to earth will rise again," and the 
superb morning of the Twentieth century is here re- . 
splendent with its beautiful truths. 

In the near future out· children will be thoroughly 
instructed in this important branch of science. Every 
physician who is not an adept will be handicapped in 
his profession. The hand which can not dissemble 
can not, as with facial contortion, a villian hide, re
veals the human character as exposed by the search
light of science. 
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SECTION 159.-The Science of Chirology can be 
traced back into history some 3,500 years, and there 
is no doubt that it existed long years before that 
period. 

During all these years it has been recognized as an 
unfailing guide to the health as well as the charactet· of 
the person. In India and in China the doctors depend 
upon the indications of disease revealed by the hands of 
the1t· patients. The hand is the active servant of the 'i 

system, therefore it must be aware of all that affects 
the system. Medical science has demonstrated that 
there are more mirves in the .hand than in any other 
part of the body. The pulse can b~elt only by the 
.fingers ; not even by the tip 0-f-the tongue, ~ 
very sens1t1ve point. Scientists and men of learning 
in all ages have acknowledged that the band plays the· 
most important part of any member of the body. 

Anaxagoras said, "The superiority of man is owing 
to his hands." 

Aristotle considered the hand "the organ of or- -~
gans, the active agent of the passive powers of the en-
tire system." 

In our clay such men as Sir Richard Owen and Sir 
Charles Bell call attention to the importance of the 
hand. Here in America and in Europe the Medical 
Profession recognizes a" Thumb center in the brain.'' 
Nerve Specialists know that by examining the finger 
nails they can tell whether the patient is affected or 
is likely to be affected by paralysis. In my own ex
perience I find that while I am t:1king tbe pulse I can 
read very quickly from the nails and skin the condi
tion of the person's health and at once kn<lw what 
treatment he needs. 

SECTION 160.-In my professional experience I have 
been very successful in deali11g with diseases of the 
Respiratory System. I have found that in cases of in-
herited delicacy of the lungs or throat that the nails 
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were always long, thin and highly curved. In cases of 
Tuberculosis I have found the nails to be covered witb 
ridges running lengthwise. .A.n indication that has 
stood the test for 2,500 years is, that when the nail of 
the first or· index finger curls over the end of the finger 
and also sinks deeply into tbe flesh at the base, the 
patient is in the last stages of consumption. 

SECTION 161.-In cases of Catarrh, Laryngitis, or 
Bronchitis I have found that the nails were sim1lar to 
the above except in length. They were usually a little 
shorter. 

SECTION 162.-Short nails I have always found on 
the hands of people suffering from heart disease and 
poor circulation. Whenever the circulation was much 
congested, giving a tenJency to paralysis, the nails 
always have a pinched appearance at the base, resem
bling a triangle in shape. The nearer the appro::ich of 
paralysis the smaller the nails become and the less 
they seem inclined to hold on to the flesh. Finally 
they become almost detached, turn back at the edges 
and get white and chalky. 

SECTION 163.-Children who bite off their nails in
l,__,;--~---' ---...:·ic::,t~s~o~m~e delicacy of the system. They usually suffer 

reatlyth~gh nervousness and nerve diseases. 

SECTION 164.-I have always found that patients 
whose skin was damp and cold were either suffering 
from some serious liver trouble or were addicted to an 
unnatural vice of the reproductive organs. I also find 
that when the skin is very dry and rough that the pa~ien t 
is troubled with skin disease and o[ten "ubject to fever. 
A.gain, very smooth skin (like satin) al ways tells me 
that the person will suffer from Gout, Rheumatism, 
or Kidney and Bladder trouble. 

SECTION 165.-.A. very pale skin always tells me 
that the blood in the system is very mucli im 
poverished. 

The above are a few of the many indications I have 
discovered i:o. examining the hands of my patients. 
My space is too limited to detail the many indications 

_;that a student will soon learn to observe by following 
the rules laid down in the Scientific Course on Chi.r
ology. 
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LESSON XXI. 

SECTION 166.-In your dealings with people in tlie 
business world or social sphere, you will find it of great 
advantage if you know their principal characteristics. 
You will then know how best to deal with them without 
the- lesson of crnel experience. Its methods are too 
expensive. To _please people and to merit their ap
proval may at some time be of great advantage to you. 
Then a knowledge of Sl'.ientific Palmistry can be 
called to yol1r assistance with invariably good results. 

You may make a study of the back of the hands of 
nearly every person you meet and by this means alone 
you may learn much about their owners. Almost every 
man has some weak or strong p0int in his character. 
By noting this and favoring_ it, you can always gain 
favo1· with him. 

SECTION 167.-I find it better to look at the thumb 
first, and if you notice that the first phalange is very 
long (that is, as }ong or longer than the second), you 
have to deal with a person wbo has ::in uncontrollable, 
domineering nature. Here you must use care. Show 
hirr., by praise and flattery, that you appreciate his 
actions. He will accept these as truths because he has 
such a high opinion of himself. Be humble and he 
will grant your wishes. 

The strongest person is a slave to some particular 
weakness. When _yon find it you have the key to 
success in dealing with him. By turning the key in 
·the right dii·ection you may open the door to your 
wishes and bl'l,ve his sanction. 

SECTION 168.-If. hnwever, the first phalange of the . 
thnrnb is much short· r t\1an the second, you will have 
to deal with a man that .is d0ficient in will power and 
ex, cutive ability. Th s person may reason well bnt 
he does not carry out his plans. You will fin4 it very 
hard to get him to make a decision or stick to it when 
he makes it, as he is very vasci1lating. One moment 
he will be enthusiastic, and the next discouraged. If 



you would succeed with him you rn ust show force and 
energy. You can <..:onquer him by your courage and 
determination'. If you find it necessary, get angry; 
he is sure to yield. 

~ECTION 169.-If the first phalange is very broad as 
well as b ··ing short, you will have a d i:fficult person to 
deal with; he will be very stubborn, even to foolish 
obstinacy. You have but one chance to manage him, 
you must persuade him that your ideas are the same 
as his; you may by this means please him sufficiently 
to gain your desires. 

SECTION 170.-If this phalange is broad and rounded 
like a ball on the end (called "clubbed") look out for 
3torms. He has a violent temper added to stubborn• 
ness. When he displays his tempe1: you must be 
patient; let the fit of anger pass ; do not oppose 
him, but ·wait until another time. Do not be discour
aged and give up. Remember that people with the first 
phalange of the tbnmb short always yield in the end.• 

SECTION 171.-If you notice that his thumb bends 
back and away from the band, when it is open, you 
are dealing with a generous person. You must appeal 
to him by means of a sad or unfortunate story, and 
you will gain his sympathy and assistance. If the 
thumb is flexible and bends far back, Y"U have before 
you a regular spendthrift, who uses little c· no reason 
in giving ~ither money or influence. Here is your op-

11ortunity to ask for all you want and a little more. 
Ir he has it, you will get it. 

SECTION 172. - Next observe his fingers. If his 
J1'r1gers are very long and thin, with pointed tips, and 
smooth joints, you are dealing with a person who is 
;nterested in the mystical and supernatural-in Occult· 
Sciences. If you have any sympathy for this branch 
of study, here is your opportunity to show it. Humor 
his hobby in this direction. If the fingers are very 
pointed, be careful not to believe all he says, for he • 
will have a tendency to exaggerate. Such people ar0 
not what they seem; they have an affectation of man
ner and kindness; they are very diplomatic. You 
must be very demonstrative and flatter them if you 
hope to gain your purpose. 

SECTION 173.-If the fingers are short, with very 
.short nails, prepare yourself to deal with a perrnn v'ho 
is nervous, easily angered, and fond of criticifing 
everything. No one but himself can do things cor-
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rectly, Do not oppose his ideas, seem to agree with 
him, then you may have a chance to succeed If, 
however, his finger tips are cut off squ<tre, remember 
that you are. in the presence of a truthful, jntelligent 
miture. This person believes in order, correct reason
ing, and fair play. In dealing with him, you ca11 only 
be successful by being sincere, clear, and concise in 
statements. Speak quietly, distinctly, and to' the 
point. 

SECTION 17 +.--1£ the fingers are broad at the ends, 
spreading out like a paint brush (spatulate), be is self
reliant and independent. He loves outdoor sports and 
traveling. Talk to him of athletics, baseball, and even 
horse racing and boxing. In this way you will gain 
favor in his eyes. 

SECTION 175.-If his third finger should be as long 
as his second, you are dealing with a man who will 
speculate, taking great chances, and possibly gamble. 
If you have ever had any experiences in this line, now 
is your time to tell about them. Talk about fortunes 
that have been made in oil, mines, etc. Even mention 
poker games you have seen or played in. These 
things wi 11 interest him and win fa vor J.o:;i,.__ ,vu:nu:1 L-----~---,....;~ 

SECTION 176.-If possible, always shake hands with 
the man you expect to have dealings with. If you 
find his hand to be hot and soft, it indicates constitu-
tional laziness. Don't place much confidence in his 
promises. He is naturally selfish, and will not make 
an e:{Iort to help you or-to keep his promises unless he 
is to gain the most by it. If his hand is firm and 
warm when you grasp it, you have met a man of ac
tion. Now show your love for unceasing work. 

While the possibilities in this direction are unlim
ited, the space allotted to me will not permit of further 
detail. If you will follow this practical information, 
you· will have no trouble in gaining your desires when 
dealing with other people. 
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1R. jf. 1Robertson.r __:,; 
LESSON XXII. 

SECTION 177.-Among the numerous entertain• 
ments that have been arranged for social gatherings, 
there are £ew, if any, that are as intensely interesting 
to all persons as an evening with (,h;rology, The 
human race has an in born desire to know something 
of self, and, if possible, to ascertain what to-morrow 
will bring forth. 

While there are several modes of giving these enter• 
tainments, my experience has been that the following 
es ¥i.Ye the greatest satisfac_tl\Jn' t.; r;' parties. 

SECTION 178.-In selecting your rooms have two, 
if possible, with a door or archway between These 
rooms should each have another doorway by which 
the guests can leav:e and return as may be desired. 
Hang portieres or heavy curtains over the connecting 
doorway, and leave an opening in the center of the 
u-l'tain-Just large enough for a man to pass his hand 

through. Not more than twenty people should be in
vited to a single entertainment. As 1he guests arrive, 
seat them all in one room, facing this door. For con
venience, we will call this room A. When the Chiro
logist is ready, bring him or her into room A, and 
have him seated in front of this doorway with his back 
turned to the guests. In this position he will be un
able to see who leaves the room or who comes back 
into it. • 

SECTION 179.-When ·you are ready to begin the 
entertarnment, have one person at a. time leave room 
A and enter room B by the other door, and then pass 
his right hand, if he is right-handed, through the small 
opening in the curtain. Now, have the Chirologist 
examine the back of the hand only, announcing this 
fact to the guests, and from the back alone read char 
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acter, temper, health, and talents, and he will create g,·eat 
interest, for few people know that character is written 
on the back of the hand, believing that it is all in the 
lines. A public entertainment is not the place to re 

veal the secrets that may be read from the lines. 
A bout :five minutes devoted to each hand will be quite 
sufficient time to cover the main points of interest. 
This is a good test for the Chirologist, and also a proof 
to the guests that characte1 may be read from the back: 
of the hand. 

SECTION 180.-If you desire to make a collection 0f 
impressions of the hands of your friends, to keep as 
souvenirs, now is your opportunity, while they are 
your guest~. You may get some valuable information 
from these prints when you have time to read them. 
It is well to have the necessary articles for taking im
pressions prepared before your guests arrive. You 
will need some white, unruled, linen paper with a 
rough- surface; in size it should be about 8 x 10 inches; 

• also a candle and about four ounces of alcohol, in the 
latter dissolve half an ounce of shellac. When 
prepared, this is called :fixative. You will also need a 
little piece of cotton batting. The first thing to be 

done is to 15'",_iJ01:_-; the-paper 1::venly w;tb. "'-:__:-0.:i,t of. soot 
(carbon). To do this (see illustration below) witho1'" 
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burning the paper requires care. 'l1ake a sheet of pa• 
per in the left hand by the middle of one eud and 
then, holding the candle in tbe right hand with the 
flame spread out against the under side of the paper, 



..:...-

like the hairs of a paint brush, move it back and forth 
asvif painting the surface, taking care not to let the 
blaze rest upon any one spot for more than a moment, 
and not to let the wick touch the paper . .As soon as the 
surface i, evenly covered with black it is rearly for 
taking the print. When yon are ready to take the 
impression, put cne sheet of the blackened paper on a 
:-;teady table. Have your subject sit in a chair dose to 
the table, that he may rest his arm on it, Place a lit
tle cotton batting under the center of the paper where 
Lue hollow of the palm will come. 'Then have your 
subject spread his fingers and thumb apart, and care
fully, but firmly, place his band down upon the paper, 
and keep it there iJcrfectly motionless while, with a 
sharp lead pencil. held in a perpendicular pe>sition, you 
outline the hand and fingers ( ·ee illustra.tion below). 

When this is completed, have him lift his barid straight 
up from the paper, so as not to mar the impression. 
When the hand is lifted, the paner should reveal a 
perfect µrint of the lines. IF it comes out quite light, 
tl1e pressure bas been too heavy.- I£ it comes out too 
black, the suhject bas not pressed his hand down firmly 
enough. .A few experiments will soon teach you just 
:ibout how much pressure is nee<1eu. If the print is a 
g ,od. one, have him sign an<l date it clefore you app'y 
'die fixative. To preserve the impression take it up 
by two opposite cornvrs, l1oltl it s0 that nothing will 
touch it, and ti.::en turn the clean side of the paper up• 
pemwst, and, still holding it in tl1e air, have some one 
pom a little of the :fixative on tlie !Jack. By raising 
and lowni ng the ends you can get the entire paper 

wet. The fixative comes through and sets the print so 
, that when dr,Y it is indelible. Now, if you desire, you 

can cut away the blaek from around the hanc.l a1,d fin• 
gers, arn1 then mount the impression on a white cnrd. 
Impressions are very attractive when prepared in this 
way. 

TO RE.AD HANDS PROFESSION .ALLY. 

SECTION 181.-.Af;er you have given this course a 
thorough study, if. you wish to become a professional 
Character Reader or Chirologist, you will fi 11d it neces
sary to provide _yourself with a small table, the top of 
which should measure about 16 or 18 inches Fquarc, 
also a soft cushion of the same size, 'You should :,]50 

have a pointed instrument (stencil or pencil) to use in 
pointing out the lines and in measuring proportions of 
time on the lines. You will need, 1 oo, for some hands, 
a reading glass, three to four inches in diameter, to see 
the fine lines. 

( 

SECTION 182. -Ilave your subject or client sit oppo• 
site you, and place his hands, pa.Im clown, on the cush-
10n. .After you ham malle a thorough s udy of the 
o~'-""'; ,;_ ±n-:· --'--Liµ:JJ. over arnl examine the Mou ts and 

u.u-,1ue, t,u.11J. LU.v........ l ;,-,_.;;;....-....._ . .;.,..~~~~ ..... -;.j 

see how the inside c~pare::, "l':i __ ."i \;,,t outside. .Afrer 
you have made your own deu uctions, begin to read his 
character, then follow by reading the Life Vne and 
Li~e of Mercury, next the Ilead Line, Destiny and Snn 
Lines, and laotly the Ile;ut und Union I ines, .All the 
minor lines you will read in connection with the lines 
they touch. P:,y special attenti0n to the thumb .....____ 
throughout the entire reading. From half to three• 
quarters of an hour is long enough to devote to a 
reading. 

SECTION 183. -.Advertise yourself by the class of 
wo1 k you do. .Always keep your prnfession above 
reproach. Never allow yourself to be classed as a 
fortune teller. By the good you do, and the sincerity 
with which yon deal with yoUJ· clients, will y9ur sue• 
cess and reputation lie formed. The price you eharge 
must he regulated by _your ability and your surro~d
mgs. The mnre experience you have hatl the mor 
valualJ]e your readings will become. Tlien, in some 
lo<"alities, yon cn.n chnrge more than in ot ers. Never 
give up st11clying your less:-ns; you will find some-
thing new in them every tlay. Fullow tl1ese instruc
tions and you will soon meet with great success. 



m~ ©bserva tion of jf aces. 
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Ubomaa lf. Bbliin, )Pa. ID. 
Lb;SSON XXIII. 

SECTION 184.-In tlie sm;,11 space allotted me for 
this artic1e, I slia:l be compelled to l'Ollfi11e myself to a 
few faets abllut faces, which I have observed by com
ing in contact with a Ltrge number of people in differ
ent parts of the country, over which I have traveled 
extensively. I lieartily agree with Nelson Sizer, who 
states that '' people will study the face and its expres
sion, and be infl.uencPd by these without unde1stand
ing tlie science by which they are governed 1 _yet their 
impressions may be correct." It is natural for us all 
to study faces to a greater or less extent, either con· 
s,:iously or unconsciously, If the student will observe 
the characteristics of the people with w born he comes 
in daily contact, and at tbe Fame time study the ex-

_,.._.-." . upon their faces, he will R<"''' l,-::n_omA ftD 
t"v:,.:,JOh. .... ,li,,f"" ,,l,- ..... _.....,vll ue\j 

adept in reau ... 6 0 .. aracter by the face. It is impossi
sible to concentrate the mind upon a certain subject 
without the fe,ce betraying the thoughts, therefore the 
more we concentrate our minds upon any one thing 
the more our faces will indicate it. These are points 
the student should keep well in mind, because it will 
assist him greatly in forming bis 01,inion of others· 
Again, in making a study < f a person's face, it should 
be done whi1e that person is unaware of your pur~ose, 
for if he fre1s that _you are making a study of him, he 
will unconsciously change· his facial expression, and 
thus mislead you. Make it n. point to read the face of 
every person you meet, then, alter you make your de 
ductions, see if they are correct, and if not make a 
note of it, and if correct also note it. In this way it 
will be but a short time before you can read the char
acter and disposition of ptople instantly and wonJer 

---hew you do it. 

SEc'l'loN 185.-If a person has been in trouble for 
any length of time, the face will have deep 1 nes from 
the sides of the nose to the mouth, and c', drawn ex
pression about tlie eyebrows, causing wrinkles between 
them. There will also appear dark circles under the 
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eyes. Let something occur i1; this same person's life 
to stop all worry ,;1 ncl trouble, in a short time the 
wrinkles and dark ..;ircles will disappear, and a bright, 
happy expression will take their place, 

SECTION 186.-I 11ave noticed tl1at people with 
fleshy faces a11d a hea<l wbicli gradua]]y gets smaller 
from tbe ears up with its highest point in th,i center 
at tbe top, h~1ve lymphatic disp"sitiom,; tl1ey :ire ,low 
to act and exceedingly bard to maLe an impres-ion 
upon. They (a:-i a rule) are never enthusi:1stic, and 
rarely succeed in business, because they :illow the 
many opp•wtunities to escape them. They are font! of 
good eating, and will linger 01 er a good dinrier when 
tl1ey should be attending to· more important matters 
They go through life easy and worry liLtle. 

SECTION 187.-I have noticed that people with sharp 
features and small e_,·es liave a tendency to cunning, 
and ar<~ usually close in money matters. They l1ave a 
faculty of presenting propositions which convince 
those with 1,v hom they are ta] king that they are sirn·ere 
in everything they say, They possess a great amount 
of tact, ancl have strong constitutions. They worry a 
great deal over financial a1Ia1r , are suspicious of nearly 
ev~ry 0nA t.hPv rnPAt; this is clue tt) their cunnina dis-

• - - .. . 0 

position, as they judge others by tTiemse;':';,;1. 'rhe 
same face, with large eyes and a wide forehead, de
notes also a loving disposition. Such possess a strong 
affection for the opposite sex. 

SECTION 188.-People with round faces and large 
eyes usually go through life ea~y, un)ess som<'thing 
out of the orJinary should arise. They are p 1easant 
people to meet, as they are always cheerful, and, at 
the same time, very sensitive about little, things. It 
does not take much to offend th0m, but they quiakly 
recover. They like to spend money and enj"y the 
good things of life. 

SECTION 189.-People with large noses, large ears, 
large eyes, and round chin, u~uall_y possess great im
aginations and make splendid actors or actresses. If 
broad across the forehead they are inclinAd to be prac
tical Faces that are broad ncro~s the forehead, with 
square cl-iins, are positive and inventive of argument,_ 
and will often argue when they know tbe_y are wrong, 
simply because they like it. People possessing faces 
of this kind make splendid lawyers. 

SECTION 190.-People with prominent features, in 



LESSON XXIY.-THE EYES. most cases, are very tenacious in disposition ; they le 
vigorous and persistent. N npoleon belonged to tl is SECTION 194. -'l'l1e eyes are truly "the windows of 
type. They have good control over people, have w n- the soul." If you will look into the eyes of the person 
derful endurance, and usually meet with success in with whom you are talking, you may gain from the 
life. People with large rnoutbs, rouu d foreheads, rn- expression and changes of expression a vast amount of 
tent expressions, possess good reasoning powers wUen knowledge which it is impossible for any one to de-
doing practical work; they have strong constitutiohs, scribe or teach. 
and must be kept busy; they are not inclined to wo lry 
over little things, are not quick tempered, but w en The person who will allow you to look him straight 
aroused do not readily recover their equanimity. T ey in the eyes while you are tuiking to him, must be sin-
are very acurate and precise. They want to know he cere and truthful, with nothing to hide fFom you. or 
why's and wherefore's. be is very bold and doesn't care what you may know 

of him. Tbe hardness expressed by other features 
SECTION 191.-Most people who achieve great s c· would tell you if the latter were the case. 

~ess-that is, where they are compelled to work· ut 
their own destiny, usually have large faces, latge SECTION 195.-The color of the eyes give the natural 
chests, and powerful • 1ungs. Bismark, Gladsto\.10, temperament and tendencies of their owner. 

Webster, Clay, Calhoun, Pitt, and Seward are rertre- Dark Blue Eyes indicate a. nature sincere, 
sentatives of U,is type. Tbey had fine intellects, ~nd steadfast, and reliable; what he says he means. 

large heads and faces in connection with cram ed Light Blue Eyes indicate a nature gentle and 
were interesting and ·attractive talkers. People ~- th 

chests, do not possess enough vitality to properly s p· serene, but lacking in energy, determination and busi-

port them: They are good thinkers, but do not have ness ability. 
the strength to carry out their designs, and in mpst Pale Blue Ji) yes indicate a passive, cold, un· 
cases are failures. They go through life wondering w\hy feeling, weak, secretive nature, lacking ·-c::: Q mpathy • 

thq have not been successful. ·--··· ,--,-· _ _...___,i-.,,,-:--~ t.uotion. 
- .....,.""-.,.r- .. 

C!~---·· --- -
01£\J'floN 192.-ln conclusion, I wish to say that the 

study of character by the face or any other· means, is 
one which should be taken up with determination by 
those who would make a success of life, as it pla es 
those who understand it in a position to pass judgmwt 
intelligently instead of deciding matters of importance 
in a haphazard sort of way 

Ube jface Bs Bn 11nbet of 
<tbaracter. 

BQ 
Baron lfa'2 j<Breene. 

SECTION 193.-In all ages the face has been rec g· 
nized as an index of the character of its owner. T~e 
features of the face are but an outward expression of 
the inner man. I shall divide these instructions into 
five lessons, and deal with each feature separately. 
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.N'ote.-A strongly developed brow, with heavy 
eyebrows, will improve the business ability and gen
eral tone of the nature of people with pale blue eyes. 

SECTION 196.-..Gray Eyes belong to people who 
have imaginative, artistic, poetical, and romantic 
·ideas. They are very sensitive, and their feelings fire -
easily hurt. They lack energy and business talent, 
an~ are inclined to be economical and selfish. 

Steel Gray Eyes ·belong to people who are 
hard and cold, selfish and determined, lacking in sym 
path_y, and inclined to be revengeful, 

SECTION 197.- Brown Eyes belong to people 
who are kind, unselfish, affectionate, though rather 
forceful in the execution of ideas and plans. They 
are also easily irritated and often quick ten1pered, but 
forgiving. - _., -· '--

Brown Eyes, Flecked With Green, indi
dicate an affectionate nature, combined with courage; 
such are usm,lly clever and talented. 

Light Brown ( Hazel) Eyes belong to peo-



ple who are changeable and inconstant in affections, 
coquettish, and not to be trusted. Their intentions 
may be the best, but they are too va cillating. 

Green Eyes belong to people who are talented 
and clever; they are also reckless and cunning in dis
position. 

SECTION 198.-Blaclc Eyes belong to people who 
are passionate and ardent in their affections, but art
ful, crafty, ancf not to be trusted. They are quick 
in temper and revengeful. They are controlled t'J 
their emotions and feelings. Few people have black 
eyes. 

SECTIOlf 199.-Changeable Cvlors. Eyes that 
change in color and tints indicate that the owner has 
an imaginative temperament, anci is fickle in affec 
tions, though honest in business dealings. He has a 
quick temper and is courageous. 

Large, Roir,nd, Clear, Open Eyes belong to 
people who are mu.eh interested in the opposite sex. 
They are bright, impulsive, imaginative, and affect;on
ate. If there is a good width between the eyes they 
are frank, ca~id, and simple, If the eyes are set clos~ 

~-, tney have the po •·er of concentration. 'rhey 
are 'lso cunning and restless, and desire changes and 

. "--variety. 

SECTION 200.-Small Eyes belong to people who 
are observing, shrewd, and crafty. 'rhey are qnick to 
see and take ad vantage of little things. 

Prominent Eyes.-Eyes that protrude well out 
from the face, and are not set ver_y far apart, show an 
aptitude for language and good memory for words. If 
set very far apart they indicate stupidity. 

SECTION 201.-Eyelids that are heavy and drop 
.down over the eyes indicate a nature that is sensu~l, 
especially so if the hair is dark and coarse. 

LESSON XXV.-EYEBR.OWS. 

SECTION 202.-Eyebrows that meet in the center, 
forming a continuous line, indicate people who are 
suspicious of others and consequently not to be trusted 
themselves. They are sometimes dishonest. 

. .11. Space between the eyebrows will indicate a 
·nature that is frank, sometimes out-spoken, and seldom 
us p1mous. 

Curved Eyebrows.-When curved (formed like 
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a bow) and placed well dowri. near the eyes, they indi
cate tenderness, sentiment, and artistic tastes. 

If, however, they are placed high upon the forehead 
above the eye, they indicate weakness of character, 
simpleness, thoughtlessness, and indecision. 

Set Very Low.-Eyebrows that are set very low, 
and have very little curve to them, indicate firmness, 
determination, and sometimes cruelty. 

SECTION 203. -Thiele. When the eyebrows are 
thick and fairly straight, they indicate a practical na
ture, one who believes in turn·ing time and material to 
advantage. 

V7hen the outer ends of the eyebrows turn up 
on the temple, the person will hav:e an aptitude for 
figures. 

When the outer ends turn down sharply, the person 
will be economical. " 

Bnshy, uneven eyebrows belong to clever but 
irritable people. They have masterful minds, but are 
careless in appearance and in dress. 

vfl'ell-Marked eyebrows denote firmness, deci
sion, and brain power. 

ft'o Eyebrows, or eyebrows that are much lighter 
than the hair on the head, indicate weakness of 
character. 

Short Eyebrows-that is, eyebrows short in 
length, which do not occupy a space beyond the eye, 
indicate a short, crisp temper. 

SECTION 204.-Short Hair. When the hair of 
the eyebrow is short, it indicates that the person is ob
servant, and notices all that is going on. 

Low, Overhanging, Drooping eyebrows in
dicate a melancholy, thoughtful nature. To be at 
their best, eyebrows should be of the same color or 
darker than the hair on the head. 

Eyelashes that are lighter than the hair on the 
head show an undecided character; a timid person 
with very little courage. 

If the person bas no eyebrows or eyelashes, it is a 
very unfavorable sign, as far as talent or ability are 
concerned. 

THE HAIR. 
SECTION 205.-The natural color o( the hair of the 



head reveals considerable of the character and dis o
sition. 

'Darlc Hair always denotes strength and force of 
character, and generally physical strength. 

Light Hair denotes weakness and coldness a 
more indifferent. nature. 

Bl(l,clc Ha,ir that is straight and lau ky, wi I h a 
sallow complexi,m, denotes a depressing, melam:h ly 
nature. Su<.:h people us11ally take their pleasu ·es 
and life in general, quietly or sadly. They are pe si
mistic and give you the blues if you are around w th 
them very rn u~h. • • 

SECTI_ON 206. - Cu,rly Hnir denotes a cheer£ 1, 
affectionate disposition, or an ar,lent, warm, or p s
sionate nature, according to the color and decision. 

Curly Hair that is dark, thick, and Bhort in 1-

cates tnat the person is impulsive, bas a quick temp r, 
but i::; forgiving, and bear" no malice toward any o ie. 

Ile show$ warmth in affections; is ardent dnd en r
getic; is independent in character, and is usually e o
nomical. 

Very. Fair Hair indicates a dreamy, restl9ss, 
imaginative nature; the owners of this luir lat:k cner?y' 
ancl are usually timid ancl gentle; they procrastin te 
and are changable, and have very little ptrseveran 1e. 

SECTION 207-Brown Hair. People w·th 
bruwn hair are always more or less sentimental nd 
romantic in temperament. Tlwy are fond of travel 
and adventure; firm, but liberal minded; extravag nt 
often fro111 carele:ss good nature. 

Da,rlc B rnwn H a,ir, that is soft in texture, rn
dicates that the ow11er has :symrxtthy with humani~y; 
they have almost. feminine attributes; are rery ser\si
tive to ,Titic1sm, they like society, have cunsideraple 
pride and plenty of confidence. · / 

Stiff' Broicn Hair denotes more independeI?ce 
and less sensitiveness-rather a '' don't care" natdre. 

Red Brou:n Hair denotes courage and ass rt
iveness. Tl1e owners nre sometimes quarrelsome, 
boastful, skeptical, rude, and offensive. They shbw 
brute force and bodily energy. 

s~:cTION 208.-Red Hair denotes intelligenet·, 
emot1om,, and quic1rnes1- ot thoui:!;ht :tnd ;i.ctio1 ":,, 

qui0k perceptive faculties. If this hair is fine in text 
ure, it denote3 warmth of affections and temper, also 
restlessness. If the skin is decide,ily white, there will 
be a love of the poetical, imaginative, and romantic· 
also for music and arts, caprice and ch•rnge. 

Darlc Red Hair denotes firmness, while the 
light red denotes a want of firmness-a flirt. This 
character would be improved if the eye::i were dark 
and the eyeb1·ows well marked. 

Soft Bair denotes feminine characteristics, a 
highly-strung, sensitivP, and even tearful nature, one 
moved by music and imaginatilln, kind, courteous, 
gentle,· and affectionate. 

SECTION 203.-Hrirsh If nir is less sympath,·tic 
and more domineering and jealous. 

Curl!! Hair, th 1t grows low down on the fore-
head indicates a sen,-ual man. 

Long-haired People are the most generous. 

Short-haired Penple are quick and irritable. 

A Jll[rin having much hair on his fa'~s seu.1 • 
tal and g,>,)d natured. He has strengt,h, energy, a1>u 
power and prefers outdoor sport:i aml exercises. 

A JVIcin that has little or no h:tir o·n his face is 
diplum:1t;c, subtle, sharp, and som, times crafty He 
has l>usiness ta,·t i.➔ res.,urt:eful and intelligent. The 
brain dominates over physical matter. 

LESSON XXVI.--:-THE NOSE AND EARS. 

SECTIOc'f 210.-A Perfect .Nose is of the same 
length as the for(-.heJ.d, the width at the end is the tcame 
as the length of the eye. 

A nose out of proportion shows some defect in the 
character. 

Roman .Nose.-This nose has a 
highly-arched bridge, denoting the power 
to commaml, determination, and liaugbty 
pride. This nose, if narrow, loses it:i 
mast:uline qualities, indicati11g a petty 
tyrant 



SECTION 211. -Grecinn JVose. This 
nose is perfectly straight from the forehearl 
to the end. This indicates patience, refine
ment, and end uranee - persons who a.rr 
more passive than active in their affections. 
They are generally very charrr:iog and ele
gant; are sometimes fascinating. but are 
c<>ld and indifferent. Thty also have very 
liberal ideas in regard to moral and social laws. 

SEcTro~ 2U.- Droopinf .Nose. A 
nose having the arched bridge and then 
drooping at the entl, indicates a melan
choly nature, but one that will be witty 
if the i11telligence is cultivated. He is, 
however, never "comic," but usually sar
castic and often sensual. 

The Straitht .Nose, that droops 
at the end, is more melancholy and 
caustic, but ii! less revenge:ul and more 
~ •-1BP-t-he arched type. 

SECTION 213.-End Tu.,rned Up. 
A nose that turns up at the end and is 
also pointeLl, denotes an inquisitive, live
ly, arnusmg, clever person; one who will 
gain her way in a playful, coquettish 
manner. It is impossible to be angry for a 
very long time with rnch people. They 
laughingly assert themsel veil and carry 
out their plans despite all interferences. 

A Snub .}tose, thick and turned up, 
with nostrils extended and with a lump 
at the end, indicates a lack of refinement 

_ and polish, but often attended with liter-
ary and poetical creative powers. · 

Thiclcenecl Tip.-A straight nose 
that is not large, but havin~ the end (t p) 
thickened, denotes the critic; one able to 

appreciate art, but not able to produce it. 

---
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SECTION 211-. - Ti.mid People have n'lstrils that 
are so mew h., t closed. 

Open Nostrils indicate ard0r, courage, and some 
sensuality. 

.Nostrils that are constantly vibrating, indicate 
an artistic or very sensitive person. 

Pointed .N ose.-A very p0inted nose, somewhat 
elevated. and showing the nostrils, indicates that the 
person is inquisitive, quarrelsome, and prattling; if the 
lips ~re also thin and droop at the corners, behold the 
gossip. 

EARS. 

SECTION 215.-S,nall Ears show refinement, 
good breeding and affection, If the lobe (lower part) 
is thick, it adds strength to the feelings and affections. 

Very S1nall Ears indicate a timid, retiring na
ture. Thi;; is increased if the ear is long and narrow. 

Medium Size Ears show energ_y and firmness. 

Large E·ars, with heavy lobes, indicate a coarse, 
material, sensual naf.urc. 

Ears standing out from the head indicate a de
structive, cruel nature. 

Long, Pale Ears show an artistic temperament, 
and if they lie close to the head also, they denote ten
derness. 

Sloping Ears.-Ears that slope back or lie close 
to the head, always indicate a shy, timid, retiring 
nature. 

Upright Ears.-Ears that are placed upright on 
the side of the head, denote strength, courage, energy, 
and power. 

.Nonnal Ear.-An ear to be at the best should 
not rise above the eyebrow, nor should it drop below 
th_e tip of the nose. 

When it rises above the eyebrow it denotes a quick 
temper, revengeful disposition, and even murdercus 
tendencies. 

Detached Lobes. -Ears having the lobes de
tached from the h,,ad, show generos;;y and a liberal 
min<l. The opposite is the case where the lobes grow 
to the l1ead. 

From, Ear to Ear.-A good space between the 
eye and the ear denotes mental capacity, talent, and 
ability. 

( 



LESSON XXVII. 

THE MOUTf-1, TEETH, AND NEC!\, 

SECTION 217.-Perfect Jl1outh. The best tyt 
of mouth id medium in size, with the lips closing 
lightly (not -firmly), or just showing a glimpse of a rtjw 
of even teeth. This indicates a sense of reserve, self 
respect, and self-possession. If the head is alsq thrown 
slightly backward, it adds dignity to the character. 

Open .Mouth.-The mouth that is always op, n 
belongs to a person given to talking too much, a ch]t
terer; a weak character with little or no reserve; if 
very much open, obstinacy and stupidity are indicateli. 

SECTION 218.-Thick Lips denote a love of se s
ual pleasures; when the lower lip also protrudes e
yond the upper it shows a love of eating, drinkina, 
etc. A kind nature, but lacking dtcision. I£ there!is 
also a double chin it shows indolence and love of se f. 
indnlgence. Such a person is rather selfish, and ha a 
dislike for tro'1ble of any kind. 

Closed Lips.-When lips are closely drawn o-
gether, they indicate decision aDLl courage. j 

Thin Lips show coldness and sometimes a er el 
nature. 
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Thin, Closed Lips that are colorless, and with a 
square jaw, indicate a miserly person, one who is 
stingy, harsh, and cruel; cold in pleasures, dry heart1d, 
selfish, and avaricious ; a sharp, clever man of law, a 
pers011not to ue trusted except in business 

SECTION 220. -Overhanging Lip. When the 
upper lip drops down over the lower lip it denotes a 
good temperament, a kind disposition, but a pers h 

who would never permit undue familiarity. It al o 
shows a love for amusement and pleasures; if the lips 
are thin and somewhat close, there is· shown a grea er 
regard for self and less generosity. 

Protrucling Lips.-Wben the under lip p o
trudes, it denotes talent, satirical power-a half con
temptuous cynicism. 

Curling Under Lips.-This lip belongs to the 
"dandy," the tailor's "model," a person not very deep, 
but generally quite shr.0wd. 

Thick Lips are preferable to thin lips. 

Full, Red Lips show a regard for the pleasures 
of the senses. 

\._ 
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Jl!loderation is always best: 

SEcTroN 221.- Drooping Corners. When the 
corners of the mouth droop or turn down, a melan
choly, thoughtful nature is i'ndicated. 

.II. Good JW outh is one with lips that fit tightly 
together without any undue pressure, ea,:h curve undu
lating with the other. This indicates firmness, reserve, 
love of enjoyment, no hardness, and no deception in 
important matters. In love affairs, however, the 
possessor is capable of considerable finessing. 

TEETf-1. 

-SECTION 222.- Long Teeth ,indicate a prospect 
for a long life 

Short Teeth indicate a prospect for a short life. 

Even Teeth indicate an even temper. 

TJneven Teeth indicate an uneven temper. 

ProjectinJ Upper Teeth indicate b. grasping 
nature, love of possession, and no generosity ; with 
heavy, ov_erhanging, straight eyebrows, these qualities 
are emphasized, 

. Projecting Lower Teeth denote~ 
person. 

Turning Inward.-Teeth that turn inward in
dicate modesty and shyness. 

THE NECK, 

SECTION 223,-The LonJ!, Thin Neck belongs 
to people who are obedient, quick, complacent, and- -
timid. 

Thick, Stiff :Neck shows manly courage, firm
ness, and even an ob,;tinate, cruel nature. Women 
generally have longer necks than men; their timidity 
as a sex is apparent. 

The Head Thrown Back indicates pride, self
confidence, courage, deliberation, disdain, an\1. even de
fiance. The opposite is the case when the head bends 
forward. 

Bent Sideways.-When the head is naturally 
carried a little to one side, it shows some affection on 
the surface. An insinuating, pleasant, chatty person. 
Such .enjoy life and ate a little vain, but do not form 
close friend.ship. 



- THE Cl-JIN AND FOREHEAD. 

SECTION 224.-A Bnney Chin denotes a moder 
ately firm, temperate, steady, persevering nature. If 
it is square i.n shape also, this add:i determination and a 
certain degree of temper. 

Fled Chins show a temperament that is egotistical 
and cold. If the cheek bones are high the person will 
be avaricious. Ilis whole desire will be to make 
money. 

A Pointed Chin denotes selfishness, a person 
wrapped up in his own a:ffai1·s; if this cb;n be short, 
the person will, however, be energetic for others, to 
gain praise or personal gr.ttification. 

SEcTroN 2'.!,5.-A Round, ProtrudinJ! Chin 
shows force, firmness, and material instincts. People 
of this class inspire confidence by their sympathetic 
attention. The_y are wise and apply all information to 
their own ad vantage. 

A Round Chin, indented in the center, denotes 
a taste for pleasure, but the person will be careful and 
discreet. lie will make society a means of self-ad
vancement. 

~~~~A~Long, Sql!,are Chin that is flat underneath, 
-,..Is usua'lly see.~ lawyers, money lenders, etc. If the 

... 

lips are thin and closed tightly, the person has no pity 
or sympathy-a regular Shylock. 

SECTION 226.-Jl Squ,re, Indented Chin de
notes decision and even obstinacy, also warmth of 
temperament The ind~ntation always adds warmth 
to the affections. 

A Doiible Chin with fleshy cheeks belongs to 
pleasant, jovial people who are fond of good living, 
eating, drinking, and all sensual pleasures. 

The LarJ!er the Jaw the greater are the ani-
mal instincts. 

A Small Chin denotes a timid nature. 

Jl Receding Chin denotes a feeble nature. 

A Depression beneath the lips, with the chin 
curving out, denotes considerable originality . 

THE fOR EHEAD. 

SECTION 227.-Jl High Forehead indicates a 
talent for study, nnrl for acquiring knowledge from 
reading. People of this class are very industrious and 
full of information. By applicat10n they are suc
cessful. 
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Jl Low, Wide Forehead indicates the intuitive 
nature, having natural talents and imagination. Such 
a person is usual. y spontaneous, witty, ·and often bril
liant. He depends more upon his impressions than 
upon facts gained from study and application,· 

Jl Fairly Wide ancl High Forehea,d, with 
well marked eyebrows, is the best, as it gives both in· 
tuition and application. People of this class have the 
best prospects of making a permanent success. 

SECTION 228.-A Squa,re Forehead denntes 
firmness, truth, constancy, and determination, These 
qualities are still further improved if the brows are 
straight and well-marked. 

.11..n Arched Forehead indicates a tender, ar
tistic nature. 

.11 Receding Forehead shows a lack of in
intellect. 

.11 High and .Narrow Forehead s~ows a 
lack of intellect. 

.11 Heavy, OverhantinJ! Forehead denotes a 
person ponderous in talent, slow, and thoughtful; 
when the brows project we may expect the person to 
have a discriminating, sharp iotellact, and a keen ob
servation of little things. 

LlNES OF TliE FOR_EHEAD. 

SECTION 229.-- Heavy l,ines. -A forehead having 
deep, heavy lines shows a person given to research 
and contempla.tion. 

Jl Forehead Fflithout Lines denotes a person 
who is cold, selfish, unsympathetic, calm, aml sarcastic. 

Upright Lines between the eyes denote the power 
of concentration. 



~brenolog~ an~ 
1ts ~rfncfples. 
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3. B. Jowlert Wice Preait>ent of tbe 
_ Bme-rtcan 11natttute of Pbrenologj. 

LESSON XXIX. 

SECTION 230.-Since Dr. Gall began to demonstra~e 
Phrenology over a hundred years ago, the subject h, s 
always had earnest and capable believers. Dr. Ga 1 
himself had such a practical method of explaining h s 
theories, and his arguments were so lucid that any o~e 
with an open rn ind could see that he had a solid founda
tion for his new ideas concerning the brain and iis 
work. Let any one who doubts this, read for hims~jf 
in the original his exposition on Organology, or t~e 
translated edition brought out by Winslow Lewi,, 
which edition is in six volume,, and was published iii 
Boston in 1835. The complete work shows how carJ
ful he was to prove all through the animal kingdoJ, 
as well as in animal crania, his theory of cerebral d1:1-

vel0pment, and the examples he cites are marvelo~s 
proofs of his sagacity in studying character under vari
ous conditions. It is remarkable that he was able ib 
aecomplish so much during his lifetime, and every d~
cade since 1796 has yielded ample proofa which justify 
modern conclusions that Dr. Gall was a man of singi· 
Jar originality of research, depth qf mind, and great ri 
finement. Dr. Spureheim, George Combe 1md hi 
brother, Dr. Andrew Combe, and Dr. Caldwell furth 
continued to spread the doctrines of Phrenology, an 
to throw fresh light on his discoveries, while the FoJ
ler Brothers, Mr. S. R. and Charlotte Fowler ,Wdl~, 
Nelson Sizer, Dr. Capen, Mr. Craig, Prof. Elliotso~, 
and others have carried out the belief that Phrenolog,f 
is true and capable of being demonstrated. Fifty yearr 
ago it waH received with a rush in America, because_ it 
was a new science here; to-day it is no longer a novelty 
for every one, more or less, has read something on the 
subject; therefore while there is not so much demon
stration with regard to a practical belief in it, yet there 
are hundreds of thousands of believers to-day for on~ 
who believed in it at th,.t. earliest named period,. 
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Phrenology has settled down among us to siay, not
withstanding the criticisms of the few, and such works 
as have been written by W. Mattieu Williams and Al
fred Russell Wallace, indicate that scientific men of 
the reformatory type are not going to allow the subject 
to lack a scientific endorsement. 

The pathological evidence that is now being brought 
forward is too great a vindication of the usefulness of 
the science for it to be lost sight of. In fact, doctors 
at insane asylums, inebriate home, and even at sani.
tariums, are all finding out more or less of the advan
tage of the practical study of Phreno-Psychology. 

At the close of the Nimteenth century, the work of 
Alfred Russell Wallace-numely, "The Wouderful 
Century "-is partcularly.interesting in its reference 
to Phrenology. Mr, "\Vall ace. who has been such an 
indefatigable worker along the lines of Charles Darwin, 
allowed himself to beuome Vice-President of the Cen
ten<try of Dr. G..1.ll, in 1896, in order to show his en 
dorsement of his 1.Jelief of the truth of Phrenology. 

The study of Phrenology is one of the most fasci
nating, as well as the most useful, sciences with whicfi 
mankind has become acquainted du:::-~ 
dred years. -

It explains man as he appears scientificall_y. without 
the flouri~h • of. trumpets, or the wire-pulling of poli
ticians, or the ind 1ilgence of friends. It lays bare the 
facts of mental devdopment and the comp~rison of 
function, talent, and genius. 

It· shows how a person with a small head may ac
c••mplii!h more than one with a large one. It accounts 
for eccentricities, wl1it:h no one else can make out or 
understand; it encourages m"re persons to take up 
their right vocations in life than any other science; 
and, to the parent and teacher, it is an invaluable 
guide. 

The word Phrenology is derived from two Greek 
words which mean "a discourse on the mind." Mind 
acts through the agency o"f matter, but mind is not 
matter, neither is matter mind. 

TiiE PRJNCIPLES. 

8ECTIOM" 231.-The basic principles of the science 
are briefly stated as follows: 

1. The brain is the organ of the mind. 



2. The brain is divided into organs and the mind 
into faculties. 

3. Every organ has its distinct location. 

4. Primarily, man bas all the organs necessary for 
his use. 

5. Size, other things being equal (quality, etc.) is 
the measure of power. 

Four unanswerable arguments may be made to sup
port these prineiples and to prove their truthfulness: 
(1) Anatomical. (2) Psychological, (3) Pathological, 
and (4) the practical examination of heads. 

SECJTioN 232.-The anatomical proof :first supports 
the facts that animals which exhibit the greatest com
plexity of brain convolution manifest the /lreatest 
mental power. Second, that the brain f, ,rmation in 
animals correspond to their peculiar dispositions and 
character. Any one who lo:ves pets can prove the 
above for himself at bis own :fireside. Third, since 
the nervous system is divided and adapted to the or
gans of the body, so the brain is divided and adapted 
to the faculties of the mind. 

----~~~E9TIOJs: 9._33.--Tbe physiological proofs explain 
very clearly--:first. that since the functions of the body 
have their special location in distinct organs, so every 
function of the brain has its distinct organ. Second, 
as each species of animal manifest peculiar qualities, 
so each shou1cl have a distinct conformation of head 
and brarn. Third, the primitive faculties in all :mi
mals are alike. but the difference is in the degree, in
tensity, and power of each species, F0urth, as physi-

. cal evercise does not exhaust the whole body, neither 
;loes mental exercise exhaust the whole brain. This 
could not be the case if the brain were but one single 
organ. 

SECTION 234-.-The Pathological proofs show, :first, 
that as injuries to certain parts of the bo<ly do not im
pair the whole organization, so the whole brain is not 
disturbed by partial or local injuries. Seeond, the 
treatment of insanity is a great phrenologic1tl proof of 
the pforality of the faculties, as one faculty may be 
deranged without the others being in the least af-
fected. 

SECTION 235.-The practical proofs manifest them
fest themselves :first, through the examination of 
heads (a) of public characters without any previous 
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'knowledge on the part of the Pntenologiet of the char
acteristics of the men and women examined. (b) The· 
examination of the characteristics of various nationali
ties by describing their various skulls. This could 
not be done if the brain di<l not RO act upon the skull 
as to ehape its proporfons. No -two skulls are alike, 
and no two persone are exactly alike. 

THE BRAIN. 

SECTION 236.-The brain is composed of gray, 
cinericious, white, or medullary matter. In the adult 
it weighs sometimes as high as sixty-four ounces, 
and sometimes falls as low as thirty ounce. As Phre
nology is not a system of bumps on the exterior sur
face, it will be interesting to show how intimately the 
brain has to be studied by the exponents of the science. 
Tho brain is divided into hemispheres, each of which 
contains the complement of foe other half, and gives 
the duality of power so necessary to man, for when 
one-half of the brain is disorganized, the other half 
can carry on the work of both. The hemispheres are 
join~d together by a band of white :fibers, called the 
corpus callosum, just above the medulla oblongata. 
These two hemispheres constitute the cerebrum, or 
large brain, and at the posterior pnrtion is the cerebel 
lum, or small brain, which is not convoluted like the 
former. For convenience, the brain is divided into 
lobes, The anterior, the parietal, the occipital, and 
tempero sphereoidal, and the center lobe, or Island of 
Reil, of which we sballspeak later. The whole mass 
of brain is covered by three membranes-first, the 
dura mater, a tough, :fibrous membrane that joins the 
interior to the skull. The arachnoid, or spider's-web 
membranes, wh:ch, though exceedingly thin, contain 
a solution of an oily nature, providing for blood ves
sels, etc., etc., and which also act as a cushion to· the 
brain. Beneath is the pia mater, which dips into the 
infractuositit·s of the brain and convolutions, and 
sinks duwn uetween the longitudinal fissures. These 
co veriugs • make a wise protection for the brain, and, 
with the skull, ekin, and hair, the brain may be said 
to be the best-guarded organ in the bo11y. There are 
:five ventricles which hold fluid. These are united by 
passages or railway lines, the :first two, called the 
lateral ventricles, are the largest and most important. 
There are twelve pairs of eerebral nerves ";hich ramify 
·throughout- tr,e brain and pass out of the skull to per
form their further functions in the eye, face, lungs, 



heart, stomach, etc., etc. A knowledge of these, and 
how they aet, is very important in all Hygienic-Phre
nological treatment. As a Phrenologist to-day is ex
pected to give advice concerning the 1.Jest methods of 
preserving the health of the brain and mind, it will be 
seen that his position is no sinecure, and that it takes 
a Ii fetime to perfect one's know ledge of the workings 
of the mind in health and disease. 

TliE LAR_GE liEAD AND SMALL IiEAD. 

SECTION 237.-The large head does not necessarily 
give power unless it is accompained with a fine degree 
of quality, _and is supported by a bodily weight to cor 

. re,;pund. ln tile average brain we fiml tLat tlie aggre
gate cell force is compo,:1ed of at least three 11 undred 
millions of nerve cells. The life term of a cell is e:;ti-

- mated to be about sixty days, so five millions die 
-.....,=-- every day, and about two thousand five hundred every 

minute, to be replaced by an equal number; therefore, 
in every sixty days a person has a totally new brain 
to think and work with, 

LESSON XXX. 

TliE TEMPERAMENTS. 

SECTION 238.-Before we speak of the individual 
powera of the mind, we· would first say a word 0r two 
on the conditions of temperament. As temperaments 
enter i1,to the whole organization, ancl are related to 
the physical and mental c,mdition, it may be .advisable 
to explain the principal ones. They are divided into 
the mental, motive, and vital. 

fEcnoN 239.--The Mental is indicated by a 
head relatively larger than the body, usually a s]ight 
form, small bones, pointed features, shri_ll voice, fine 
hair, short or medium stature, and large, r.eflective 
faculties, These were the characteristics of Cardinal 
Manning. 

SECTION 240.-The Motive is characterized by a 
stature above the average in height, large bone3, mus
cles, and ligaments, often by dark hair and eyes, thick, 
strong hair, large feet a11d hands, broad shoulders, 
small abdomen, deep voice, and a predominance of the 
perceptive and executive faculties. Abraham Lincoln 
is a good example of this temperament. 

SECTION 241.-The Vital is characterized by a 
medium stature, features that are round, plump, and 
fleshy, small bones, ruddy complexion, light or sandy 
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hair, blue or light-colored eyes, musical and expre1sive 
voice, small featun~s, tapering fingers, large abdominal 
region, thick but short limbs and feet; in the brain the 
domestic and social, the emotional and sympathetic 
organs pred, >m inate, and are the most highly active. 

. Queen Victoria is a fine example of this temperament. 

SECTION 242.-The temperament of a person ex 
presses the individual power of the person, but it is a 
condition that can be altered "hen tbere is an extreme 
of any one of the temperaments, and a lack or defi
ciency of either. A well-balanced temperament is the 
greatest essentii:J.l to man, as it combines all the good 
of each, and all are equally necessa.ry . 

SECTION" 243.-To study Phrenology, a person 
need.:; more than a plaster head and a text book. The 
subject needs as thorough a course of instruction as 
for any other profession. The mind, according to 
Phrenology, is divided into forty-three· faculties. 
These faculties are classified into seven groups: ( l) 
The social propensities, (2) the selfish propensities, (3) 
the selfish sentiments, (-1) tb.e moral 13entiments, (5) the 
perfecting faculties, (6) the intuitive, the reasoning, 
and reflective faculties, (7) the observing, knowing, 
perceptive, and literary faculties. 

In the first group are found the faculties that preside 
over the domestic relations, the home instincts. the 
social interests, and include Amativeness, Conjugality, 
Parental Love, Friendship, Inhabitiveness, and Oon-



tinuity. These are situated in the occipetal or poste
rior region of the head. 'vVit!1out these faculties, 
society would not be sustained, friendly intercourse 
would not be encouraged, and family life would not be 
held sacred. Tl1ose in whom these faculties are but 
feebly developed live like the cuckoo. encroach upon 
nthers, and live and build themselves up in other 
people's homes. 

SECTION 2 -l:4.-The selfish propensities comprise six 
faculties: Vitativeness, Destructiveness, Acquisitive
ness, Secretiveness, Combativeness. and Alimentive
ness. These propensities provide for the natural and 
·physical wants of man, and are located around and 

• above the ears. The sel6sh sentiments are more ele
vated and are highly stimulative of ambition. They 
are cautiousness, Approbativeness, and self esteem, and 
are situated on the side and top of the head, 

SECTION 245.-The moral sentiments include the 
faculties of Firmness, Cor.scientiousness, Veneration, 
Benevolence, Hope, and Spirituality, and are located 
in the superior region of the head, and exalt the char
acter and elevate the mind. 

~~";'..":."::.-='""T Th.J} PerfP.Qtincr faculties beautify, refine, and elevate 
the character and the work of the individual. 

SECTION 246.-The Reflective faculties comprise 
the organs of Causality, Comparison, Human Nature, 
·and Agreeableness. These confer t ,e mathematical, 
philosophical, intuitional, and analytical qualities, and 
are located in the upper portion of the forehead. 

SECTION 247.-The Perceptive faculties include the 
organs oE Inu.ividualit_v, Furm, Size, Weight, Color 
Order, Calculation, Locality, Eventuality, Time, Tune: 
and Langunge. (The orgnn of repose is between the 
occipetal and parietal lobes.) These faculties observe 
naturai phenomena, making use 0£ the physical and 
mental eye for that purpose. 

SECTION 248.-It will be seen, therefore, that the 
in.tellectual faculties are situated in the forehea<l, or 
frontal -lobe. The rwimal propensities in the base of 
the.brain and above the ears in the middle lobe. The 
moral sentiments in the superior region or top of the 
head. The social propensities in the lower-back .head 
or posterior portion, and the aspiring·qualities or sel 
. fish_ sentiments in the side and upper plirt of the he'ad. 
The largeness or smallness of an organ is estimated by 

• the length of the medullary fi@ers taken as a starting • 
or radical point from tlie openiNg of the ears. The 
distance from this point to the apex of the organ in 
qnestion will determine its size, bnt the sharpnern de
termines the development, while its quality, texture, 
etc., in tlie individual must be considered before de
ciding on its power.. A person's education, or lack of 
it, and the count<--racting i11fluence of other organs in 
the same head curubine to modify its force. 
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SECTION 249.-The activity of an organ canals() be 
ascertained by the thinness of the skull and the heat 
or warmth of it. The eye, if eel ucated, and the sensi
tive touch will help to decide if the organ is active or 
dormant. We know that tbe oyster shell or the bark 
of a tree grows to accomodat~ the growth of tbe re
spective o_yster inside anu. the body of the tree; sn does 
the skull actually grow up to an advanced age, anrl it 
is al wnys thinner over those organs that have been 
especially active. 

It is interesting from a Phrenological st3-ndpoint to 
examine the different types of business and profes
sional men who are representatives of special depart
ments of work and of brain culture. 

PHRENOLOGY AND BUSINESS. 

SECTION 250.-Phrenology has much to say to the 
business man. 

Each faculty of the mind is a letter in the mental 
alphabet, ~nd rrpresents its distinctive ingredient of 
thought force. True character building is to so com
bine the thought ingredients of human character that 
they will express themselves through the natural fac
ulties which faithfully represent the perfection _and 
completeness underlying cause and law. Ench thought 
and each act is a word in the language of life, because 
it represents its own peculiar combin:ttion of letters, 
and each letter has its own peculiar vibration 

SECTION 251.-So in the study of any branch of 
learning or line of business, if the square peg is not in 
the square hole it is lost. Unfortunately, very oftrn \ 
the round peg gets into the square hole and remains' 
there all its li[e, while the right adjustment of a per
son's mental vibrations would have enabled him, w i tl1 
a knowledge of Phrenology,_ to ge~ into the r:ght 
groove. 



WHO ARE THE PROMOTERS OF 
BUSINESS? 

SECTION 252.-The promoters of business are those 
who give their time, energy, and thoughts to the work
ing out of new enterprises, They are not content to 
remain where they started. They need to understand 
the laws of political eeonomy, of exchange, trade, ,:om
merce, banking, and .finance. Men who succeed m 
business are men of effort. They are willing to use 
not only what capital they have, but that which is 
more important~namely, pluck, energy, prudence, pa
tience, and perseverance. Such men do not wait on 
ceremony, or for luck to come to them, but they ai-e 
willing to win wealth by labor, and success by honest 
toil. 

WliY DOES A KNOWLEDGE Of PHRENOLOGY 
liELP TO INCREASE BUSINESS? 

SECTION 253.-The answer to this question unravels 
a great deal of inqniry concerning the usefulness of 
Phrenology. Many business men do not know that 
they are using their keen intuitional gifts in selecting 
their employees, assistants, and partners. Yet they 
are constantly judging of their character among their 
clerks, as· well as customers, through this -faculty. 
While their comparison is employed in selecting ma
terials su<.:h as silks, velvets, plushes, cottons, muslins,· 
woo lens, etc., etc., and their faculties of Ideality, Color, 
Weight, Calculation, and Acquisitiveness are con
stantly exercised and the ben•e.fit of knowing some
thing about Phrenology is the light that it gives on 
the cultivation of any lack or weakness that we may 
possess. 

LESSO.N XXXI. 

HOW BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED BY 

THE STUDY OF PHRENOLOGY BY 
ONE WHO TRIED IT, 

SECTION 254.-A man was connected with a large 
dry goods house, and after he attended the class at the 
American In:-titute of Phrenology, a man came in and 
ordere I a large amount of goods. The clerk made up 
his mind that he was not an honeRt man, and told the 
head, f the firm (Claflin & Co.) what he thought. His 
j11dgment ·was respected, and was found to be correct. 
The firm W.l.S saved a great loss. Phrenology came 
to this young man's aid, and it can be used in bun 
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dreds of similar cases. It is put to the test unknow
ingly, for every man is a private detective over his 

• neighbor. Phrenology may be used to develop the 
latent faculties. 

WliAT FACULTIES HAVE THOSE WHO DQ 
GOOD BUSINESS? 

SECTION 255.-The faculties that are large in good 
business men are C ,lculation, Acquisitiveness, De
structiveness, Oombati veness, Comparison, II uman 
Nature, Agreeableness, Conseientiousui,ss, and a fu!l 
degree of Cautiousness, Ideality, Imit,1tion, Calcula
tion, for the reason that keen calculations have to be 
made on the probable profit and loss on business 
transactions, au acquisition of and econorny in laying 
out money; Combativeness for energy ·to bustle and 
courage to clear away difficulties; Comparison to make 
a suitable selection of goods; intuition to understand 
human motives and character; Geniality to meet busi
ness men agreeably; a conscientious regard for equality 
and fairness in all transactions; a full amount of pru
dence, foresight, taste, and adaptability of mind. 

811:CTIO.K 256.-Now, in using these faculties, the 
business man of to-day must keep up-to.-cl-ate-i-H-e.veyy~-ofllll-.. 
respect. The old methods must be reorganized with 
new idea!!. Change in the order of the day, and there 
is more need for knowing how to adjust the workings 
of the mind to present circumstance■ than ever before. 
Progress is the watchword <:>f every young man and 
woman who expects to succ~ed in this busy, driving 
age, when everything has to be done in a hurry. One 
has even to think in a hurry. Business bas to be 
studied as an art, and time must be devoted to its 
many sides, just as a photographer must. carefully pre-
pare his rlates and slides, or an artiRt his canvas, or a 
musician warms his .fingers to bis instrument by con-
stant exercise. 

SECTION 257.-Vigilance is the price of succe!!s as 
well as of liberty. There is no royal rnad to success, 
no secret which can not be found out; it is· simply a 
question of great industry, tact, and constant exercise 
of common sense; and the faculties that we have 
enumerated are tho!!e that are the back bone of thfl 
abilit_y of success in bus ness. But ability needs even 
the constant application of ordi11ar_v business princi
ples. It is not so much a question of capital as push • 
and downright hard work. 



SECTION 258.-Men and women who succeed, as a 
Pl'l.le, do so because they ful:fill the conditions of suc
cess; because they are al ways trying to succeed, and 
bet:ause they are always on the alert for every hint 
an,l suggestion which will help them to get on in the 
world. 

To young r-usiness men and women we would say: 
~tu..dy yourselvei, and i,ee where your weak points are. 
Are you over cautious? Strive to be more sanguine 
a ·,d enterprising; carefully study the example of success
ful leaders in your own line; learn 'A hat has lifted them 
llf from ordinary wage earner1 to managers of capital 
1nd labor .. Study the steps by which office boys have 
climbed up to be superintendents and managers. 
Study the beginnings of great concerns and successful 
men, and find out how they <otarted and the secret of 
their rise from !'mall offices with single desks, in small 
stores on side streets to immense corn mercial establish
ments that .fi'.l whole blocks, like John Wanamaker, 
A. T. Stewart, John Whiteley, Seigel-Cooper, R. H. 
Macy, and many others. 

THE BUSINESS MAN. 

~'!WTioN--250.-:&, -£J_uarter of a century ago commer
cial enterprise w·as n, ,t looked upon in the same light 
as it is to-day. In f<tct, if any one would take tho 
trouble to examine the question, he will see at once· 
that formerly tho leaders of thought and opinion were 
professionnl men, and that in all local matters clergy
men held well nigh undisputed sway over his neigh
bora. In the broader field of state and national af
fair,i the lawyer was chiefly called upon \o represent 
the community and guide it affairs; but to-day the 
furerriost men in a community-those who make pub
lic opmioris and wield power-are the leading business 
men in a tnwn or c·ity. This is owing to the fact that 
business is based on a d i:fferent footing tu-day, and 
commercial education takes a higher position Thus 
our colleges prepar•i men o~ a broad and comprehen
sive ,hasi:J. in order that they may take charge of prob
lems they were never confronted with before. 

SEcTro:-; 260 - When business was assosiated mainly 
with re,ail t acle, it did nut develop Lroad guage men, 
but th0 ltrg,·r 1·nterprises of the age demand foresight, 
pm ence, b,,l<ln~ss, a11Ll broad views of men and 
things: Ilence the greater respect in which its leaders 
are held to-day. Therefore, under modern conditions, 

·banking. transportation, and manufaf!turing deujan,'. 
ability of equally as high an order ns a professional line . 
of work. • 

The public even recognizes this abilit,Y and honors 
it with responsible positions of trust. It is not mere 
wealth tha. takes railroad men, ba11kers, and manufac
turers into the United States Senate, but it is the recog
nized fact that they are the leaders of their respective 
communities 

Even church organizations call busine■s men into 
their administration, and in the gathering of religious 
bodies the prominent layman is frequent) v as import
ant a factor as the clergy. Colleges and Univereities 
consider business abilities an essential qualification of 
their presidents. Take, for instance, the case of N e'l'I' 
York's grand University-Columbia College-whose 
preRident, Seth Low, is a successful business man. 

THE MERCHANT-RETAIL, WHOLESALE, 
AND EXPORT. 

S:sCTION 261.-Here is the man who buys to sell 
again. He has a certain, keen look, an exceed
ingly interesting face, a sharply developed intellect. 
Some men have the planning and outlining to do for 
the whole of the employees. Others do the buying; 
others again the 11elling. 
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In every department, however, the keenest intelli
gence is requirt d in order to cut cnmpetition very fine. 
Brai~s count in the battle. for business as in every
thing else. It is the well-eharpened brains tpat see 
that the business methods adopted some thirty years 
ago will not answer n,,w; t~at new designs, new 
schemes of advertising, new goods have to be the or
der of tlw day, or else old firms are left behind, break 
up, or pass into fresh hands. 

CASE OF A STUDENT WHO INCREASED HIS 
BUSINESS 125 PER CENT THROUGH 

Tt-f E STUDY Of PHRENOLOGY. 

SECTION 262.-One young man, who was in an 

agency line of business, in which he could measure 
his power of success, increased bis ability as a sales 
man a hundred and twenty-five per cent after taking 
a course of instruction in Phrenology, and in six 
month's time, he had made more money, be~ides 
paymg for his tuition and the loss of time, than 
he had ever made in six months before. If so much 



aid were given to the business man, what might not 
theJlecturer or examiner expect, the instruction being 
exactly in a line with hi3 professional work? • 

LESSON XXXII. 

Tl-fE DRJ GOODS BUSlNESS. 

SECTION 263. -Thirty years aeso the Dry Goods 
Merchant was content to sell gnodR that came nnder 
that name only, but to-day store-keeping is not so in
d;_vidual in its type :is to exclude any item, from the 
selling of a white elephant to a yard of ribbon. 

When examining J obn Wanamaker's organization, 
we note the sincerity, tl1e earnestness, and the honesty 
of the man. Ifoi temperament is largely inherited 
from his mother, hence tbere are no hard lines, as in 
the Lice of one of t~1e motive tern perament; instead, 
there is a smoothness, geniality, and reliability of char
acter that means business. 

He has immense force of character, and this i3 seen 
by the wid1h in the basiler circumference of the head. 
11 is executiveness and perceptive faculties work to
gether, first in planning and arranging, ll.Illl -secondly 
in exei;uting those plans with exactnl·Ss and prompt
ness. He has a clear, bokl, and confluent expression. 
Beside his practicality of mind, he has great sym
pathy, kindness, and geniality of character, which ex
press themselves as strongl_y as his force of character. 
liis judgment i3 good, and his, large comp·arison and 
human nature, which are indispensable to business 
men, are great aids to him in his work. 

MERCl-fANT GR.OGER.. 

SECTION 261-.-Requires a practical head. One I 
have in mind l1asa large head-24-inch head-with large 
perceptive £..culties and lnrge Destructiveness, Com
bat.i ve11ess, Secretiveness, and Acquisitiveness. These 
give executiveness, force, energy, courage, enterprise, 
self .. presPrvation, ta<.:t, diplomacy, economy, accumula
tive al1ility, and, with the perceptive powers, gives ob
servation, capacity to judge of the profit and loss 0£ 
thmgs, and estimate everything from a financial stand
point. ·with sublimity he takes hold of the wholesale 
tra<le. 

SECTION 265.-Mr. Tilford is a representative man. 
Ile possesses a strong vital temperament and a fine 
physique that speaks of a good ancestry, an excellent 
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inheritance, and a well-preserved constitution, It 
place<l beside a real typical American who is tall, lean, 
and dy8peptic, he woul<l make a curious contra::;t. His 
is a business head, fro,rn which we learn several im
portant £act3-namely, be bas great versatility of mind, 

FRANK TILFOR;}D'.:,,_..,..._~----~--...;,~ 

and shows his power in being able to cover a great 
deal. of gr1mnd ; do many tliings in a short space of 
time ; warm up to business and keep others also at 
work. When he takes an interest in any department 
of work he hardly knows a limit to his ardor and sym-
pathy. He is a whole-hearted man, and quite genial 
in conversation. He is very exquisite in hi· tastes 
and in his selection of material, preferring the best at 
command. He is restless under delay, and knows how 
to put on speed and turn on steam, 

Tl-fE RELATION Of LAW TO THE TRflNS· 
ACTION Of BUSINESS. 

SECTION 266.- It was the spirit of trade and ccm• 
mercial instinct that carried the Phcenicians to di~tant 
and uncultivated fielJs, and led them to establish 
c1tieH. It was also the same purpose tLat le<l other 
countries and people to look for new markets for their 
wares; hence the building of new burPaus of ex
changes which have :::prung up in our great citit's and 
em_pires. It was this idea and hope that caused the 
Spanish Queen to hearken to the pleadings of Co:um
bus, the great navigator, and thereby open the gate of 
trade and commerce to humanity, and form a govern-



ment "of the people, for the people, and· by the peo
ple." Wherever trade is established State protection 
is necessary, and should be adequate to the principles 
laid down by that trade and commerce. The con
stantly growing and expanding interests of the people 
need proper safeguards to render their work secure; 
consequently law can not be separated from business. 
and good legislation always fosters trade. 

HON. RVSSELL SAGE. 

We have, in the character of ·the Hon. "Russell Sage, 
a remarkable man, one who pllssesses -a- compact or
ganization and a superior quality and ·capacity to use 
bis brain _in a versatile way. Although he is _over 
eighty, yet his. natural strength has not abated, and he 
can calculate as keenly as he .could forty years ago. 
Ilia power lies in• his executive ability, bis i,_utuitive 
shrewdness, his prudential fore11ight, _his a;vailability of 
mind, his independent spir-it, and his indifference to 
the use of money f!av.e for its commer~ial_ and business 
value. • 

BUSINESS IN Mf'.INUFflCTURE. 

SKCTION 267. -Business created out of material, 
like a manufacturer of goods. or a s_eller 9£ manufac
tured articles, is a different kind of 9usiness to that 
which is conducted through the aid of speculation and 
investment. 

Ingenui~y, theref~re;. often plays a very i~por_tant 
pari in such work. • • • • • 
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A garden is made up 0f all kinds of flowen~-so 
human character has an endless variety of dispositions. 
Thus we find a great difference in the constitutional 
vigor of Mr. Frank Tilford when compared" ith Rus
sell Sage or the Hon. Chauncey Depew with E. L. 
Waterman. Each has his individual, temperamental, 
and constitutional bias. 

E, L. WATERMAN. 

SECTION 268.-Mr. Waterman represents the class 
of busines3,men who are far-seeing enough to wait pa
tiently and work persistently u_ntil the 9bject has been 
achieved that they set out to establish. Soundness of 
principle has been the great pillar upon w h;ch their 
efforts have been based; hence in the end they are re
warded. 

The ingenuity of Mr. Waterman's mind bas been 
linked to his practical insight and scientific inquiry, 
so that his work has not been in vain, or dependent 
upon mere conjecture or 1.heory. Ile is an economist 
ill the truest sense of the term, and this shows itself in 
the manufacture of-not the cheapest pen on the mar
ket-but the best. He likes to do business on a busi
ness footing, which is the only way to achieve success, 
and make it substantial aud lasting. 

POUTICIANS. 

Sli:CTION 269.-Phrenology explains, aside from per
sonal motive, why people elect one man who is a Re 

• publican and another who is a Democrat as pelitical 
leaders, 



The Republicans have the Mental-Motive Tempera
ment and a form of Lead which is not1L·eabl0 for its 
superior height and elevateJ forehead, incl uJing such 
faculties as 01J11seientiousness, Human Nature, Cau
tiousness, and Causality. \Y ashington, Linco,n, and 
Mr. McKinley are examples of thi,, t.) pe. While the 
Democratic head shows a less developmefit of the 
above-named qualities, but possesses a thieker base, 
and contains the following faculties largely developed. 
Langua&'e, Sublimity, Acquisitiveness, C0mbativeness, 
and Approbativeness. Gruver Oleveland and Yf. J. 
Bryan are examples of this typo. 

LESSON XXXIII. 

MINISTERS. 

REV. D. G. HALL. 

8:SO'l'IOX 270.-Mmist.ers are divided into many dif
ferent classes. They all have a distinguished clevelop
ment of brain that can be detected and pointed out, and 
were we writing an article on this subject alone, we could 
show many curious facts why men differ in their be
liefs. The religion of Confucius is just as real ,to the 
Chinaman as Christianity is to the European. The 
Chinaman will have to be educated anrl developed be
fore he can be influenced to change his religious be
liefs. It is because constant changes are taking place 
in every active brain that we feel confident that per
sonal responsibility is increased the more a P"rson 
knows about the means of developing his character. 
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The bicep muscle is increased in siz~ and strength by 
exercise, so the fuculties of the mind are increased 
through the activi1y of the orga!ls of the brain. It 
is not diffieult to tell an Episcopalian from a Metho
dist, a Roman C.,tholic from a Universalist, a Pre~by
ter.an from a Quaker, a Salvation.st, t tc., from a 
Unitariim. 

LAW. 

SECTION 271.-In law we have a similar classifica 
tion of work. So~e men make exceller,t real estate 
agents, but could not succeed as barristers or pleaders. 
Some men make excellent judges and magistrates, and 
balance and mete out equity, but they would not make 
a living as solicitors. Some are specially aJapted for 
criminal investigators, others again succeed in and en· 
joy international government and diplomatic work. 

ENGINEERING. 

SECTION 272. - Why is it that some men choose the 
study of engineering in preference to any other? It 
is because their large Constructiveness, Ideality, Com
parison, Perceptive qualities, Sublimity, and Destruc-
tiveness fit them to understand the principles of cun•-_-~......._ 
struction, practical maihematics, physics, .chemistry, 
drawing, etc. A■ in Law, so in Engineering we have 
a. classification of la.bor, for all ci vii engineers are not 
good practical engineers, and all practical engineers are 
not fine electrical engineers, whi!e some men and wo-
men are especially gifted in invention. 

MEDICINE. 

SECTION 273.-Another class of professionals come 
under the heading of medical men. Phrenology again 
points out why a man should become a physician or a 
surgeon, a dentist, a hygienist, an a.llopath or a hnmeo
path. Soma medical men have large language nnd 
can talk, teach, and lecture well; others prefer to write 
and investigate with microscopes, and qecome special 
ists or o,mlists. It is a wise provision of nature that 
this is the case, and that people are so diverse in their 
-talents. Were all men alike and all women alike, the 
Jifficulty of studying individual industries and sciences 
would be immensely increased. 

Phrenology dnes not lead to materialism or imispon 
sibility, hut instead it increases man's respec't for the 
Crea.tor of all Truth, and makes him unmindful of his 
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neighbor, and_ places him above the brute creation. 
For man has all the qualities possessed by Le animal, 
!l,nd an additional spiritual nature, a superior moral, 
intellectual, and reasoning brain, thus lie is king over 
the whole of the brute creation, and tbe wonders of his 
brain are as yet not fully unfolded or comprehended. 

R.EFORMER.S. LECTURER.S, ETC. 

H.EXRY GEORGE. 

SECTION 274.-Henry George was a remarkable 
man, and fully carried out his Phrenological develop
ments. A tyro could perceive what bis high 
head meant. He lived before his age or before men 
were prepared to fully appreciate him. Men may 
grow to his way of thinking, but he was one in a thou
sand. Benevolence was his large mental endowment• 
He prem?turely worked himself out. Had he left 
politics alone, he would have lived to accomplish 
more good for his cause, but his friends did not know 
the extent of his Phrenological strength, He was a 
vety versatile man. 

PUBLISHERS. 

SECTION 275.-The late Mr. Dodd was a business 
ma11 of sterling ability. He possessed a plodding na• 
ture, an upright spirit, a thoughtful il}.sight into thinge, 
and true economy that knows no waste. 
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!fR. DODD, OF DODD, MEADE & Co., NEW YORK. CITY. 

TEACfiERS. 
SEC'rION 276.-0n the Educational Board there 

should be men of varied qualities, so thnt the require• 
ments of all may be studied. :Mr. Asa Gallup is sin
gularly fitted as a teacher to understand the needs of a 
young student, and is c,pable of encouraging all who 
iag behind. 

PROF. ASA GALLUP. 

He is President of the Directors d tbe New York 
State Regents Preparatory School, in New York City, 
and has £lied that position for a number of years with 
great satisfaction. 



Pt-fRENOLOGY IN THE SCHOOLROOM, I 
SECTION 277.-If Phrenoloiry were used in fl1e 

schoolroom, we would have newer and sounder methpds 
of teaching than are adopted to-day. George Com be 
showed in Edinburgh, in• the middle of the pres~nt 
century what could be accomplished in this way, Jnd • 
although Boards of :E;duca.tion are slow to accept Jny 
new innovations such as Phrenology would sugg st, 
yet the teachers are becoming more and more inter
ested i.n the study of individual talents, and are da ly 
using their knowledge of Phrenology. 

CHILD LIFE. 

Some children can be taught music when they car· 
not work out problems in mathematic i. Some can 
write out their lessons with ease, wh·le others can 
spP.ak them fluently. Some are excell.:nt scholars i1 

history, while otht:rs are good in spellin ~-

Professor Sully admits tliat "Individual.:1 differ cotj
siderable in their power of abstrat·tio_n," and "Childreh 
are not en<lowed at the outset with the sa-ne degree olf 
assimilative power." Phrenolo y and Psychology 
point this out in a ver_y distinct way, anJ the time i~ 
coming when Phrenological a<lvice will be used in the 
education of children in order to ~ave time, expense! 
and energy. 

HOTEL PROP~IETORS. 

SECTION 278.-There i.! a cert 1in art i 1 being able 
to keep a large hotel. and ma 1y fail bec.1use they are 
not adapteJ to the work. 

Mr. Leland, though a man of the physical ordel', and 

possessed of a strong vital temperament and rather 
coarse tastes, had been in the hotel business many 
years, and owned many hotels. The Windsor was a 

W A.RREN LELAND. 

high-class, fashionable hotel on Fifth A venue,.,....__,,,,_.,__ ____ 
was a shrewd business man, gen:al, companionable, 
and friendly with all, and perceived every detail of 
what was going on around him. 

W~ITE~S AND NOVELISTS. 

H.A.LL C.A.INE. 



ISRAEL ZANGWILL. 

SECTION 279.-In the portraits of Hall Caine, An
thony Ilope, and Israel Zangwill we have fair examples 
of the Vital, Mental, and Motive temperaments, Each 
man stamps his books with his own personality. Vivid 
imagination is a gift v'{ith the first; intuitional insight 

-~=-ir::o~.,.;J ;;:c\seconJ; original criticism to the third. 

ANTHONY HtJPE. 

SPEflKERS, 
SECTION 280.-Mrs. Ballington Booth possesses 

many attractive qualities as a speaker. She has the 
earnestness of an active mora.l brain, the philanthropy 
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MRS, BALLINGTON BOOTH. 

th11,t manifests itself through large Benevolence, the 
Ruman Nature that reads men like a book, ancl the 
fluent language 0£ an orator. 

INVENTORS. 

MARCO~I, I::-TVENTOR OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. 

SECTION 281.-Phrenology can distinguish the in- ' 
ventor and notes the ingElnuity of an Edison or a 
Marconi. The American people are born inventors, 
hence the number of labor-saving machines introduced 
here and abroad through the expertness of the Ameri 
oa.n· mind. 



)Pbrenolog~. 
l3Q 

<tbarlea $. <tlarll, m. B. 
LESSON XXXIV. 

SECTION 282.-Phrenology is misunderstood y 
mar1y people who are otherwise well informeq.. They 
construe it to bi the telling of a man's character by he 
"bumps" on bis head. Thi11 is a misconception 0£ • ts 
nature, which, if persisted in, c0nfines Phrenology t, a 
very narrow limit, and deprives many 0£ us of a y 
character at all, since we have no" bumps" to indic te 
it. Phrenology does n,it rest upon protn berances; it 
is not circumscribed in its limits; "bumps" alone o 
not indicate; we all have character. 

SECTION 283. -The empiric and the ignorant talk of 
"bumps"; tbe Phrenologist relies upon measureme ts. 
The orifice of tne ear is his center, the contour of he 
cranium or skull is his varying circumference. ~is. 
tance from the ear-orifice determines strength or weak
ness-indicates natural inclinations. It does not, h~w
ever, determine power. The size of the head is "\:)ut 
one of the indices of power; other things being eq~al 
size marks power; but small heads, with great activity 
of brain, can accomplish more than large ones with 
sluggish brain action. J 

SBarION 284.-:Measuring then from a line draln 
through from· the orifice of one ear to the other, let us 
see what story the tape will tell the casual observe -
the man who meets another for business purposes, and 
wishes to be governed in his dealings by a knowle1ge 
of Phrenology. Observe the breadth of the head just 
above the eare. If it i_s generally broad, the type intl.i
cates pug~acity, se,·retiveness, and destructivenJss. 
The m'ln with such a head will battle valiantly for tie 
rights. . If the distance from the ear orifice to the 1op 
of his head be sh, ,rt, he approaches in cranial devel@p. 
ment ·t\ie bulldog-tenacity 11nd temper incarnate; ~he 
cat, ever rea<ly to fight an intruder; the broad-headied 
venomous snake- that d,1es not go out ·of its way to 
avoid an adversary. If the head be narrow in this 

region, the man approaches in skull dt•velopment the 
greyhound. which seeks safety in flight; the deer that 
iooks to speed for protection. He will offer little op
position or resistence, and '¥ill hesitate before express• 
ing opinions or e~1ttcring controversy. 

SxcnoN 285.-=-Combativeness lies just above and 
back of the ear. ·Its development gives breadth to the 
head, and this wa~ns the siudent of Phrenology who 
·has business to transact with the man who has such a 
head, not to anger him. If a man with that type of 
hearl has reasoning faculties well developed, indicated 
by breadth above the eyes, he will probauly control 
his fighting propensitiee. Reason will coumel modera 
tion in the di,play of anger. lt is 1,ever best, however, 
to use force with such a man. Ile may be led with 
ease; be may not be driven with safety. If he has a very 
high frontal top head, showing vn ample dt'velopmeTi.t 
of benevolence, veneration, spirituality, and hope these 
traits will temper his combativeness. It will expend 
itself in controver1<y. lJ e will be argumentative-a 
debator. He will be capable of stron~ resentment, but 
he will be able to control what would otherwise be his 
outbursts of anger. 

SECTION 2S6.-If there is not too much firmness
the tape passed over the head from ear to ear rests at 
its highest point upon tlie organ of firmness-be will 
be forgiving in disposition. If he has a hjgh top head 
in the region of firmness and Eelf-esteem, he will be 
unforgiving· and vindictive, easily angered and diffi
cult to mollify. A broad head, with the back top 
he.,d well developed, and the frontal organs deficient,. 
makes a d,mgerous man to anger· Such men become 
murderers with or without provocation. It is usually 
better to mn.ke slight conoessions to them than it is to 
oppose them too vigorously, unless a great deal is at 
stake. 

SEC'fI~N 287.~Many persons make the mistake of 
consid,-ring ~-very forehead that seems to be retreating, 
as indicative of imhecilit_y, or as showing lack of men
ial d· velorment. Do not reach this co11cluston too 
hastily. Many foreheads eeem to be retreating, not 
because these faculties are 111.cking, but because the 
perceptives are abnormally developed. The perceptives, 
are those faculties that enable a man to observe-to see 
what goes on around him-lie just above the eyes, and 
they are sometimes so extremely developed that com
parison,-· mirthfulness, caus~lity, etc., while strong, are 



not developed sufficiently to give what is known as a 
square forehead. In ~qtimating whether it is an ab
normal development oi the perceptives or a lack: of de
velopment of the othl'r faculties that give th9 retreat
ing appearance to the f,>rehead, consider the distance 
from the orifice of the ear. That is the only way to 
ascertain with accuracy. 

SECTION" 288.-Calculation gives breadth to the 
forehead; language imparts a fullness to tl-ie eyes. A 
knowledge of this will enable the teacher to classify 
pupils. and to have some charity f,>r the shortcomings 
of those who obviously Cll.n never be mathematicians, 
or who plainly never will excell in language. The 
boy with a well-developed forehead will be fond of bis 
books, he will be philosophic-a student. He should 
be encouraged to take open air exerci■e nnd to delight 
in athletics. The boy with a. wide head, low forehead, 
and back head well developed, will need to be encour
aged if he ever accomplishes much with his books. 
He will take to athletics naturally, and in this respect 
he needs to· be restrained. 

SECTION 289.- In my experien~e as a teacher I have 
always been governed in case■ of 1:1pecial discipline by 

~ead of the pupil to be disciplined. If he has a 
broad, fht head you would better control him by per- • 
suasion if possible. He is not easily frightened, anrl 
will stand a great deal of punishment, and feel an in. 
tense resentment. It is hardly worth while to repri
mand Lim ■everely. If he has a high head and a well 
devel~ped £o~ehead, you may govern him easily by 
ria.icu1ril and reprimand. He is een:;itive and an ad
monition will do more toward correcting his errors 
than will chasti■ement ~ith some o~e lees endowed 
with reasoning faculties. 

SECTION 290.-Form gives breadth between the 
eyes. Its development seems to push the ·eyes apart. 
The individual who has this faculty large will 11pell 
well. He remembers the order of the letters. He 
will write nicely, giving his letters proper and uniform 
slant. He will excell in drawing. 

SECTION 291.-Some persons seem to be naturally 
poor spe1lers. They may be readily selected by ap
plying this rule. This knowledge enables a teacher to 
understa-nd whether a pupil is a poor speller by nature 
or through carelessness. Many a boy has been dis. 
couraged and -practically driven out of school through 

the ignorance of his teacher who might have learned 
enough about Character Readrng to escape such an 
error. He was naturally a poor speller-the teacher 
insisted that he must spell well, he was naturally pour 
in mathematics and good in language-the teacher 
tried to unmake his real nature with the 1·esult that 
he became discouraged and gave up his studie■. 

Every teacher should know how to read character. 
It will help him to succeed in his work, and to do the 
best for hi;; pupils. 

LESSON XXXV. 

SECTION 292.-In this lesson I will illustrate and 
interpret a few of the more common shapes of heads
the characteristic type■, such as we meet constantly ;n 
our daily life, 

First bear in mind that any peculiarity in the shape 
of the head indic1tes a corresponding singularity in tha 
disposition of the person. People who are morally 
a.nd intellectually well balanced, have symetrically 
formed craniums. 

A SYMMETR,ICAL 1-f EAD. 

SECTION 293.-Tbis is a 
well proportioned head. From 
people po8seseing this type of 
head, you may expect sound, 
logical, conservative, unbiased 
judgment, founded upon ob
servation a.nd refl.~ction. 

NO. I. 

Tl-fE PRACTICAL OBSERVER. 

SECTION 29-1-. - Where you 
find the lower half of the· ~ 
forehead just above the brows 
excessively developed, and 
the upper half somewhat 
deficient by compar.ison, as 
shown i11 illustration, you see 
a person who has large per-
ceptive faculties, a close, ac- NO. 2. 

curate observer of details, a practical gatherer of factii, 
He is forever gaining knowledge of this material 
world, and is always ready upon a moment's notice to 
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put his information to some active use. The wea~ 
point of this person is his inability to reason philo 
sophically as his refleeti ve powers are weak. 

THE THEO~ETICAL. 

SEC'f!ON 295.-This illus· 
tration shows you th~ oppo
site nature to that of illus
tration No. 2, the upper half 
of the forehead is well de
veloped. lmt the lo • er half is 
deficient, thus giving very 
large reflective faculties and 
very small perceptive ability. NO. 3. 

He wi.l consequently think much but see little that is 
going on around him. He will exhaust the philosophy 
of life but fail to aet promptly, if at all. Many pluns 
will be made but never executed. He is a philosophi
cal dreamer. I!e needs a partner with a head like that 
of il I ustration No. 2. Together they would mak:e a 
complete combination. 

EGOTISTICflL. 

SECTION 296.-When 
the crown of the head is 
abnormally developed, !JS in 
illustration No. 4, you 1 :e
h old a headstrong_ stubborn 
egotist. His estimation of 
himself is much greater 
than others have of him. 

GENEROUS. 

SECTION 297.-Illustration No. 
5 shows the front top head 
highly developed. This head 
belongs to the person who is 
thoroughly unselfish-he loves 
to make others happy. He is 
oftt'n too generous for his own 
good. 

NO, 4, 

NO, 11, 
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MORAL. 

ib<1I'IOJf 208.-IllustrationNo. 
6 is a. type of. the moral and re 
ligious head. It is well-rounded 
out above and outward to the top 
center. The owner of this type 
of head will re::;pect authority, 
fe11r God, and guide his life ac
cording to high moral princi ple11. 

IMMORAL. 

SECTION 29·9.-Illustration
No. 7 shows a deficiency 111 the 
intellectual, moral, and religious 
faculties. The ·brain is nearly 
all in the base of. the head. 
This person, would, be . disre-1 
spectful to law, order, and re
ligion. He would follow the 
dictatea of his anihlai natut~. 

·.SOClflL. 

S Ii:CT I OK;300.~Illustration 
No. 8 shows, a large develop
ment of the,middle back head. 
The owner would be social, hos-
pitable, and domestic. He •. 
would be . the . ~appiest when 
surrounded, by family, friends, 
and pet■. 

• UNSOCIAL. 

SECTION 301.-Illustration 
No. 9 has a flat back head. 
This -person has no ~pprecia
tion of such pleasures as 
those enjoyed by No. 8. They 
are all bores to him. He 
scorns them He is much bet. 
ter adapted to Bachelorhood 
than to ma.rrtage, as he 1s un· 
social and selfish. 

NO, 6, 

NO, 7. 

NO. 8. 



WEAK CHARACTER_. 

SECTION 302.-Heads that are 
n&rrow when viewed from the front, 
as in illustration No. 10, reveal 
weak characteristics. The possee
sors lack creative or constructive 
ability in practical affairs. They 
are not ca.utioua, secretive, combat· 
ive, or sagacious. They are natur-
ally timid in the face of danger. No. 10. 

They usually have 11. delicate conetitution with little 
power of enduring hardships. They are independent 
and outspoken, and sometimes have a money-making 
money-saving capacity. 

SAGACIOUS. 
SECTION 303. - Broad -headed 

men (like illustration) are better 
adapted by nature for hard work, 
and they can stand the brunt of 
the battle of life with less wear 
and tear. They are the money• 
getters and the history-makers of 
the world. They are built to 

~ercome and govern people with No. 11_ 

narrower beads. It is difficult for you to control the 
actions of th0se with heads broader than your own. 

• Ube $cf ence of <!baracter 
1Reabtng from lbanbwrtttng. 

13~ 
mra . .1franklin 1ball, ttror, 'R. iv. 

LESSON XXXVI. 

SECTIOS 304.-Graphology, or the Scie~ce of Read
ing Character from Handwritmg, bas made rapid 
stride;; within the last ten years, until it now stands 
on a par with all of the applied 11ciences. 

This science, by which the Graphologist takes a 
11pecimen of writing and reads there all the predomi
nant traits of the writer's character, must not be con

. fouuded with the mere knowledge of the pen expert, 
who forms his conclusions by mP-asurements and com
parison of writing, without taking into consideration 
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for a moment whether that writing shows the peculian
ties denoting a cruel, treacherous, murderous, and 
unscrupulous character, or one that ia noble, with 
high ideals, truthfulness, spirituality, high intel
lectual attainments, and that self-resp,,,:t which for
bids excessive self-indulgence or participation in any 
form of vice. Neither must the reader or student 
mistake Graphology for Clairvoyance or Occultism in 
any form. 

SECTION 305.-The student of Graphology has much 
to take into consideration. One little curl to a letter, 
denoting a certain trait, does not imply that that is the 
pre-eminent individual characteristic. There must be 

. a large number of such signs to give strength to therr., 
and even then, they may be overruled by the combi
nation of other traits. We must learn the al_phabet 
before we can read, and the notes before we can play a 
musical instrument. A successful Graphologist must 
also be a student of human nature in all its pbaees; 
must learn that certain qualities indicate a certain 
destiny. We know that one whose tendenciea are for 
evil, who is lacking in horror and reverence, and has 
no self-restraint, will decend to the depths of crime; 
that he who is ambitious, fotceful, unyielding, and 
tenacioue, with the signs of strong vitality, will eventu
ally rise to the heights to which he !\spires; that 
miserly instincts. shrewdness, and cunning will gain 
wealth to be used as the other predominant traits in
dicate, 

SECTION 306.--The most beautiful writing does not 
necessarily imply the most beautiful character, for 
grace may combine with indolence, and artistic per
fectness with selfish desire for display and love of ad
miration. The age or oom_plexion can not always be 
told by the writing, some Graphologists to the. contrary 
noiwithstanding. A person who is weakened by dis
eases or dissipation, is apt to write with the tremulous 
hand of old age, and ·an old person, who is strong men• 
tally and physically, will show in the writing all the 
vigor of youth. In exceptional cases the style of 
writing may be old, but even this is no indication of 
age, for I know persons, intellectually above the aver
age, who write a quaint, old-fashioned band, although 
not far past their youth. The illiterate in old age m.iy 
write like a child with intellect unformed. Again, we 
often see the blond, with the temperament of the brn
nette, and vice versa, while people with golden hair, 



pink and white complexion, may have black eyes nnd 
brows. In some rare cases we find persons with 01e 
eye blue and the other brown or hazel. The mecham
cal writing of the penman and the pupil studying url
der a tutor, is often as misleading as the writing 4t 
those who disguise their hand. From such writing ~t 
is impossible for the Graphologi!!t to make a careful 
delineation. It i!! my pµrpose to make these studids 
and illustration-a as comprehensive as poSBible in 1a 
limited space, that the· student may grasp the primal 
parts of the science. 

What is character'? It is the sum of qualities 
possess which distinguishe!! us from others, and a•·cord
ing, as we are strong or weak, we will be either originJl 
or imitative. lt is the moral qualitie~, the strength 1£ 
mind nnd soul, and the principles and motives whicf 
control the life. That the reader may understand hol 
every stroke of the pen, each curve, twist, and slopf 
has a meaning of its own, when the writer does not al" 
tempt to disguise his writillg, or has not made it m -
chanical by bei 1.1g under the cons·ant tuteruge of a 
writing master, I will classify the different traita tb~t 
go to form character and give illustrations of thi~ 
ec.:1ence. 

INTELLECTUAL FACULTIES TfiE IN
STINCTS, NATURE. flND 

PASSIONS. 

SECTION 307.-First, we will consider the 
tual faculties, beginning with intuition. 

intellj_ 
I 

of the crossings being club-like and sli.fibtly booked at 
the end, show tenacity and a somewhat exacting 
nature. The mind of such a writer sees at a glance, 
and reaches conclusions with marvelous rapidity. 

The slope of the letters portray tenderness and 
sympathy, and these qualities, combined with the others, 
form a practical nature which sees every minute detail 
of nature, and. indeed, all else of interest. Such will 
argue with that clear, limpid statement that convinces, 
while in reality there may be no background to ~up
port the ideas advanced. This· deficiency is concealed 
by the exquisite phrasing and eloquent form of ex
pression. With such, first impressions of people and 
places are general_ly the best. Intuitive perception is 
always found more or less with those who are idealists, 
artists, actors, poets, and novelists. We find proof of 
this in the writings of Tennyson, Byron, Milton, 
Shakespeare, Poe, Pope, Wilson Barret, Kyrle Bellew, 
Ellen Terry, Henry Ir-.-ing, Rubens, Van Dyke, Mil- ' 
lais, and Whistler. 

SECTION 308.-When we find the letters separated as 
in Plate I, the writing coarse and beavv, the "t's "heav
ily cro!!sedwith perhaps a downward fling to the right, 
we have the nature which is cruel, vindictive, 1md which,=---
acts according to instincts and without reflection. With 
the writing weak and tremulous and slight or no 
cr11iasing to the '' t," we have one which is we11k phy-
sically and mentally, thoughtless of all but the things 
of to-day. In fact, intuitive nature!!, when unsupported. 

by a fine intellect and noble 
_/p> 7 / I 

J /ie,,,z. ,e, ·:a, a d''an c e- 1/ ..,,[...e a_Vte-4 

4 d ;:£ e. ,n.,,, ~ U/
0 

e ..,;j// 

, F- qualities that show the spiritual-
--f;,n,,~---;('h c:iT ity depicted in Plate I, a.re the 

very weakest of characters. 

_;;1(e·,1;,~ '.d· a .--z~'-;?!-;zev _t?/ -c.:Xdr 

~e .e.-c -Le ?v -z:'/2,,.e ...e..,. 

PLATE I. 

It will be noticed in Plate I that there is a complete 
divorce of the letters. Tue writing ill intellectual, eacli 
letter rracefully formed, showing the artistic naturel 
Each "i" is carefullv dotted, indicating precision and 
careful memory. The •' t" is carefully and firmly 
crosse l rather far down npon the letter, giving firm
ness, application, faithfulness, and vitality, and somJ 

LESSON XXXVII. 

.&~~-z:~ 4 --z?' SECTION 309.-Plate II repre-
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sents a combination of the intu
itive and deductive, where there 
is a proneness to reason after the 
primary parts of a subject are 

grasped; to investigate before forming definite conclu
sions, and not to rely too implicitly upon first impres
sions. Lawyers and ministers who are good orators, 
logical, apt in repartee, placing facts in such a way 
that they are made clear to the listener, and convincing 
as well, by facts, as by eloquence, write in this man
ner. Were the tops of tl;ie letters more sharply 



~ / , ✓,,- __ ,,__ ,, ,tJ' , , one subject. Phy!icians, scientists,' 
,~ CTZ:-e7' /~/~h/;!; ~ ~/ ,,,-v...-~ ~ and inventors incline to this man--Y /-- / ,,, ner of writing. The nature in the 

A_,_~ _L__L ' --d ~ ~ iJlustration is that of a good intel-
/ • • - / ~ ~ ~~ • lect; the long crossing to the ·'t's" 

/,/ showing untiring application and 

~ ~ ~L~---:-r~·c::r physical endurance; the hooks on 
:e7 · the end of the crossings exhibiting 

~ ~~ ~ the tenacity. tbt will not be 
• thwarted or discouraged, no matter 

PLATE II. 

pointed, acute penetration would be portray1-d. Plate 
II ha3 more of the tenderness of the pulpit than char
acterist:cs of the bar. Lord Brougham, R ,bert G. 
Ingersoll, J amcs A.. Garfield, Chester A. A.rthur, ex
Attorne_,·-General Charles Devens, W,m. M:. ~:varts, 
former Secretary of St 1te, and tlie late Rutherford P 
Hayes come unJer this classification. 

These same qualities, in poor writing descend, first, 
to t!ie man who grasps a s1tuatio·n quicklj, and makes 
otht.!r peoµle bis puppets; lie pulling tbe stri11g tn make 

. tbem <lance at bis bid<ling, and take all the bu.f:It-.ts an<l 
lLt..lw ]?lame, he keeping in the ba<.:kground, corr.i ng 
to the front only to take praise for some 11ction. lie is 
apt to be wary, an<l the deeper be descen<ls in the scale 
of humanity, the more gross 1he writing becomts. 
Tbi:i is a combination often found among the sal,ion 
class of politicians. 

SECTION 310.-Tbe purely deductive element 1s 
shown where tlrn letters are cl,,selv c,llinected, l:l.ll<l tbe 
words some1imes connected as well. People who study 
things ,,ut fro:n cause to effect. with the power of con
c,-,11trating their minds upon one subject unt 1 they 
h:ive mastere l it rn every detail, write with the letters 
and words joined. 

, 

what obstacles arise in the path. 
This is stronsrly exemplified m the writing of Lieut. 
Hobson, who thought no peril too great if he could at
tain the thing,\ be sought. Benjamin II11rrison, W. B. 
Allison, and John G. Carlisle all sl1ow this liason of 
words and letters. "\V1iters who pay more attention to 
historical events than to romance. who are deeply in
t,·reste1l in trying to solve the important problems of 
the hour, also sh1 ,w this continuity of thought, as Lord 
Beacimsfiekl and James Rui!sell Lowell. 

SECTIOX 312.-If added to these deductive speci
mens, we bave the worcls tapering at the ends, and the 
lines Ebarply as<.:endi11g. we liavs the writing of a very 
ambitious and shrewd person. who will persistently 
climb t,> the top. Shrewd and calculating statesmen 
nearly nll write such a band. One who "rites like 
Pluto III needs to keep his min<l and body constantly 
employeLl, or he will drift into indolence-the mind, 
like tlie body, eventually becoming in.ictive. A.II 
pride arnl self-reliance gone, ho will drift like seaweed 
upon the ocea11 of life. Ignorant and Yicicus tenden
cies in similar writing, woul,l cause the letters 't0 

sl,)pe strongly to the right at the heavy downward 
strokes and des:en<l towa1·d the right liarnl of the pnge. 
If the n:1ture is he.1rJess, tl1e letter, will stand erect or 
bear slightly toward to t\e left. 

SECTION 313. - Plate 

/J, /J r IV illustrates affection 
~ in its noblest quality. 

The 1 et t er s are well-
/ • rounded, indicating a ---~-- gentle nature. There is 

PLATE Ill. 

SECTION 311.-Plate TII typiue~ natures whieh are 
sornetime3 untmng in investigation. Tiley forget a:l 
that is· passing, so engrossed do they become in the 
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a certain delicacy of 
bearing npon the pen, 

showing sensitiveness, and a slope to th-, letters, which 
portr;1ys sympathetic ten<lerness. The nnture is artis
tic and largely spiritual. Tne crossing of the ·' t" is 



long, revealing firmness and persistence, and this judg
ment is strengthened by little tenacious hooks. 1 One 
of the "i'a" is dotted high; one of the crossings is over_ 
the top of the "t," giving a tendency to idealiz the 
object of the affections. Such a combination re eals 
a nature that would sacrifice all but horror for th one 
beloved, and would try to see only perfec~ness in l is or 
her character. It sees beauty and goodness in all t ings, 
and loves nature itself better than its artificial r pro
ductions. It is a character that, without a strong will, 
would be to susceptible, so that life would be a. cfndi
tion of new situations, each last ueing in personal esti 
mation the best and fairest. While intending to be 
true, some stronger will would influence, so that senti
ment would al ways be the governing factor in the' life. 
In its worst type this writing would be heavy, the 
crossing of the "t" light or a mere blot,. then the 
aenees would rule entirely, and passion have full sray. 

Such a person wa11 born to 
command, to be a leader, and 
where the intellect is good, 
the deductive reason predomi
nant, with little or no imagi· 
nation, we find one without 
fear, the soldier always in the 
front of the ba.ttle, leading his 
men on by sheer will power. 
He will never flinch from his 

duty, and will exact the same quality from others. It 
is a dangerous crossing when allied to sensuality and a 
large imagination, for then it will be no respector of 
person, place, or moral law, and no crime would be too 
black to be committed, 

Line 2 reveals the timid, shrinking nature, lacking
in self-confidence, but tenderly affectionate, for the 
writing slopes gently. See how lightly the "t's" are 
croseed. It is a nature that others will naturally im
pose upon. 

Line 3 is inclined to be vindictive, while at the same. 
time gentle and affectionate, wheri wounded, s jt~ 
ne~s is shown. Note the flying crossing of the '' t,'' 
It indicates lack of firmnes11, and one who will threaten 
more. than he will _execute. What is accomplished 
_will be through nervous force and as a matter of duty 
rather than strong power of application. 

- SECTION 315.-In Line 4 
/7 --~-~~~~Ti.;:"' . , ,/J we see a variety of wills-first 

J- ,c;;.,z.--,;,;--?'7-,~~~z--::~ ---r:·t~- c:/4 ~-- the gentle will, easily influ-
• ~ • enced by the stronger; second, 

_ f./;,,.,,...,,,,,--.,, ,, ~ / /J. ·• the weak and irritable, one 
t:__Y~.; .~ '-t--~· "'- ,...~--<~- that would nat-q.rally be un-

._ _ · f / reasonable in anything that 
·7)7 _ _ _ ,,/_~ -~~ ~::--- cross~d it .. ~be persistent, 

.~~~_,_ ~ • • · ·;' tenac10us will is shown by the 
long stroke and little hook; 

1L- / ~-.r L. ' ~ r ------r )r ~ the still more firm and eridur-

r 
ing in the lower crossed ten-

PLATE V. 

LESSON XXXVIII. 

SECTION 314:.-Plate V gives the different phases of 
the will. Line 1. shows the "t" with a long, forceful, 
upward croasing, ending in a tenacious hook. This is 
the will that does not yield unlesa forced to do so, 
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• acious one ; that bordering on 
the passionate in the next that is short and heavy; 
the passionate unyielding -and tenacious in the long, 
upward sweep and sharp hook; the obstinate and argu
mentative in the triangular crossing, and as the last 
stroke is long and firm, one not easily convinced 



when in the wrong, In the last, with its lance turned 
sharply downward and club-like end, we see ti1e opi.n-
ionated and despotic individual. -

T·he student must not forget that these graphic signs 
must predominate throughout the writing, and that 
they may be weakened by other characteristics shown 
in other letters, or strengthened by the same signs. 

INSTINCTS. 

SECTION 316.-Plate VI represents economy in diff
erent degrees. In the first line we have a fairly thrifty 

PLATE VI. 

nature, which, by reason of the :fine intellect, is fond of 
the refinements of life; still, because of the continuity 
of thought and power to plan, and the application, 
:firmness, and tenacity, one who will dislike t0 see 
things going to waste, and will try io save when possi
ble. One who will try to keep his expenses within 
his income. 

Line 2 gives the cautious, suspicious, cold, and par
simonious nature. The acute penetration displayed in 
the angularity of the writing, shows one who is always 
looking 0;1-t for his own interests, while the varying 
lines indicate the versatility which enables him to 
readily adapt himself to circumstances. The finals of 
the "_y's" are club-like, some with a tenacious hook, 
which portrays a nature both tyrannical and grasping. 
There is obstinacy in the crossing of some :::,f the "t's," 
while most of them show the untiring persistence, the 
extreme tenacity that will not lose its hands when it 
once has hold of a coveted object. Most of the :finals 
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to ibe words are clipped short, indicating close 
economy, while the finals that do go out are str'aight 
and firm, indicating suspicion and caution. At the 
same time it is a mental temperament, such as is 
shown by our best :financiers. 

SECTION 317.-In number 3 of Plate VI we have the 
opposite of the other two. It reveals the warm, impul
sive nature that is often prodigal in generosity. See 
the slope to the writing and the long, high finals. 
Such a person believes in taking life as easily as possi
ble, and the strong imagination depicted in those flow

ing finals, is apt to lead 
the writer into indiscretion. 
Such writing indicates a 
weak will, one that might 
permit its possessor to dip 
into the till of his em
ployer, perhaps with no 
real intent to rob, but only 
to borrow until the wheel 
of fortune turns and he can 
repay; but it is generally 
slow in the turning, and 
justice, upon fleet wings, 
soon overtakes him. Such 
people spend as freely for 
others as for themselves. 

SECTION 318.-Plate VII portrays in its first line 
defiance and caution. The writing has but little 
slope, the letters are-well proportioned and firm, show
ing self-reliance when corn bined with a forceful, de
fiant wi]i. Great caution and suspicion of the motives 
of others, is shown in the straight, long finals. This 
person would fight his own battles independently and. 
take few into his confidence. Such people ought never 
to enter into partnership with others.· 

The next two lines indicate the conservative nature. 
The sharp pointed "M," its lines drawn closely t0-
gether, shows one not entirely free from prejudice, 

There is no impulse, all is carefully planned. The 
"o·s," with few exceptions, are tightly closed, and 
there is not much space between the letters. The 
writer is not one who would force himself forward- mto 
publicity. He would be devoted to a fad and loyal to 
his family and friends. If necessary to be self-sup
portmg. he could do best something that might be 



~~ 

~ L,;r· z 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

there was money in theil 
purse. There is al~o a per
si:;tent will t0 i11sist upon 
having what the fancy 
,:raves. 

fo the secnnd 1 ne there 
is a preµonderance of curves 
and curls, and the waves 
in tlie crossing of the "t" 
comlJined wiLh these shows 
a frivolous nature, which 
cares only for the p1easures 
of life and to have splendid 

~~ /4 -,r,~,-~Jdo: 
PLATE VII. 

tlone in a secluded life. The del;cacy and sl pe of 
the writing gives :i craving for affection, but re traint 
in letting tue personal feelings be known. 

The last line reveals a more careless, go-a -you
please nature, with a certain independence of tl ught 
and action, genial and forceful. 

NATURE. 

SECTION 319.-Plate VIII shows us some f the 
plrnses of nature-vanity, conceit, and egotis In 
the first line the letters are graceful in shape, b11t they 

I 

slope decidedl_y, 11howing a susoeptible nature, ar,d to 
this is added the large loops upon the finals ,of the 
"y's" with some curls in the capital "S," This com
binati()n reveals a visionary nature that lives in a 
world of romance, and likes to be admired and pl'aised, 
one that would spend lavishly, and that could not re
frain from buying whatever catches the fancy while 
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attire, and be surfeited with 
flattery. The curves indicate artistic tastes and a de-
sire to be up-to-date-in fact, ultra in attire, i[ the means 
will permit. It does not inlicat.e a selli,h nature, but 
a person who woulLl lavish gift.s and LLvors upon his 
friends. rrhe third line shows the selfish egotist. 
Note the incurves upon the beginning of the letters, 
and the curls upon the finals. These incurves at the 
beginning of a lett~r always indicate a more or less 
selfish nature, emphasize-I when the nature is egotistic. 
About the only tning such a person would ~ 
would be his own comfort and pleasure, .c-' 

LESSON XXXIX. 

# _ SECTION 320.-Plate 
• ~IX shows a strong1y 

conservnti ve nature. 
There is great 1,reci
cision in every letter, 

. ~ -in_ tbe dotting of every 
Coi:::i/L-- -- "1 " and the crossrng 

• of every "t." The 
upright letters show 
coldness and reserve, 
with some fatalistic 
tendencies. Great or-
iginality, genius, and 
creative fnrce is de

picted in all the writing, but, while there is intensity, 
then-i is also caution and collservatism. rr1i is writer is 
capable of attaining any height. Pride of name, fam
ily, and attainmeut, wittiout too great ostentation, is 
also shown. 
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SECTION 321.-Plate X shows pride in the upright
ness of the writing, but also very little egotism, ex
cepting what is shown in the bar beneath the signature 

-~~w~1,-,!cq_ implies only proper self-respect and sufficient 
confidence to enable him to gain proficiency in hiR 

.,,, 
PLATE X. 

work. There is great candor shown in the open "o's." 
and tact in the letters of varying size. Genius of a 
literary style always accompanies such writing. See 
the signature of Ed.win Lawrence Godkin, who was 
editor of '' The :Kation." 

SECTIOS 322.-Ardor and enthusiasm are predomi
nant in the writing of Plate XI. See the artistic 
curves to the finals, to the cross of the "t" in 
"What's," which is floating above the word itself in 
an aii-y, imaginative way, and the curves upon the bar 
below the verse, which shows airy, fancy, and a little 
vanity as well. The small writing would indicate con-

centratioJ1 of force,;, and one who was not above the 
average in stature. There is shnwn thriftiness and 
sensiti venesR, but &-either boastfulness, nor desire £or 
splendor and display. 

'L .... 1:..-..., ,(,(-~ ~~V• 1--J' . I f 
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PLATE XI. 

SECTION 323.-There is frankness irnd honesty in 
the writing of Plate XII. There are no incurves to 
denote sdfishness. Tbe letters are broad in proportion 
to their l1eight, denoting liberality of thought, which, , 
with the firm will, bespea 1c,; j11stice and mercy. It re· 
veals one of those simple, refined, practical, noble na
tures which people naturally love and. trust. Tlie 
regular size of the letters, anrl the long, firm crossing 
of the'' t" indicates thoroughness arnl careful :::.ttention 
to detail. These sa:ne lines with the tender ,:lope to 
the letters, the lack of selfi5hness and egotism portrays 
a character that woald be constant in love. dtwoted in 
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ture as an open book. People of such 
traits are not often found napping, 
This ano-ular writing would also indi-o <, 

cate a person of wiry build, rather 

~--- ~,/4.r ~ cv-~d~ ~ 6-~ 
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than of large physique. The letters 
are pl:i.ced quite wide apart, indicating 
fluency of speech and the ability to 
become a fine linguist. There is 
syrripathetic te.nderness in the slope of 
the letters, and this, together with the 
slight sensuousness portrayed in the 
shad1ng of the letters, would make it 
possible for the opposite sex to have 
quite a strong influence over the life, but 
not to the detriment of the ambitious 

~-ff~~~~ 
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PLATE XII. • I 

friendship, and charitable toward those who were 
in affliction, 

SECTION 324. -Plate X[II shows versatility ai:d 
adaptibility to circumstances. In some respects a 
du.al nature is revealed by some of the let tern 
sloping one way and some the othel'. The lines 
also vary some, and are not perfect in aljgnment. 
The spiritual and the practical, the liberal and the 
conservative thoughts will be al ways struggling for t]\J.e 
mastery. You will see again in this writing the deduc
tive reasoning faculty, the l~ve for analysis, for the study 
of science and of humanity. There is much of tlie 

.I 

PLATE XIV. 
~ 

desires and plans. While there is no extravagance 
shown, the tenderness and sympathetic tendencies 
would lead such people to be charitable where the ob
ject was worthy. 

SECTION 326.-In Plate XV we have the spiritual, 
idealistic, reverent nature. 'The letters are all simply 
and artistically formed, there are no angles, and the 
only sign of firmness is in the final of the "y." The 

~~~f & op~~~sci;:;:~e 

PLATE XIII. 

poetic and artistic in the formation of the capital "R. '' 
Simple and refined tastes are pictured in the writing 
devoid of flourish. There is individuality and no de
sire to imitate. It is typical of one of our:.._greatest yet 
most unassuming writers. 

SECTIOX 335.-Plate XIV depicts sagacity, finesse, 
and dauntless ambition by its sinous tapering wordsi, 
and its strongly ascendant lines. The angular letters 
tell of the acute penetration that can read human na,-
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PLATE XV. 

capitals show generosity, but not extravagance. The 
"i" dotted very high denotes ideality. A nature with 
these characteristics is al ways artistic, and a lover of 
music, with the ability to·excel in some one of the fine 
arts. The whole writing displays simplicity and a 
high sense of honor. 

• SECTION 322.-Tbese are dissimulating lines-see 
how sinuous they are, while the looped·' o's" tell of 
the untruthful natur@ that would never hesitate to de-
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SECTION 329 -Plate XVIII 
defines a genius of extreme_ 
ly nervous temperament; one 
whose brain will burn up the 
body. Such a person would 
have a narro~, chest, prominent 
cheek boneF, keen, deep set, 
restless eyes, and thin, com
pressed lips; yet, when the face 
lights up with a smile it seems 
to illuminate all upon whom it 
£alls. The aP-ute penetration PLATE XVI. 

ceive to serve a purpose. _ Ambitious as indicated by 
the ascendant lines; a fluent talker, he would tell most 
any kind of a tale to have removed from bis way any 
one who stood between him and a cherished object. 
There is also some indolence in this writ~ng, and as 
most of the ''t's" are cros·sed above the letter, it shows 
one who is not overfond of work, and who does not 
like to apply himself to tasks that are not congenial. 
The writer is fond of all the luxurious pleasures of 
life. Plate XVI is then typical of the easy going vas
cillating, dissimulating untruthful nature. 

SECTION 328.-Plate XVII is the writing of the 
careless, indolent person who has no ambition above 
having plenty' of good things to eat and to wear, espe
cially if some one else will buy them. The letters 
waver. The "o's" are open so wide that it would be 

I/'-;,.-./'.- - . ~ - -
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PLATE XVII. 

impossible for this person t~ keep an vtb ing to herself, 
therefore she would he a great gossip, and however 
kindly tbe nature, she could not refrain from telling 
all that she knew. There is enough tenacity to cling to 
certain things that she has set her heart upon b:wing. 
She would not be apt to decieve, for she could not help 
telling !Some one of it after it was done. -She is one 
who would never make any great headway in life. 

PLATE XVIII. 

shown in the angular letters, and the intuition in the 
separated letters is so strong that it would give clair
voyant power. The high cros11ing of the "t" and dot· 

ting of the "i" is idealistic when 
co~bined with such marked intu
ition. There' is a tendency to be 
more theoretical than practical. 

__{} ~ 
The peculiar formation of some of 
the letters denote originality. ' The 
1ettert:i are tapering, showing the 
diplomat. Combine all these fac-
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uJties and we have the literary 
critic or the shrewd statesman and 
diplomat, or one possessing the 

ability to excel in some one of the fine arts. This 
bigh crossing of the "t," when it is hooked at the end, • 
also indicates an imperious nature, one who likes to 
dictate to others. The writing being sharp and nerv
ous, gives irritability. People having this nature are 
apt to suffer from indigestion, rheumatism, and intes
tinal troubles. While the lines ascend ambitiously, yet· 
when near the end they drop suddenly, forming what 



we call the fate line, which falling, in thi11 manner pr1 -
tends serious accidents or sudden death, with man 
well-laid plans coming to naught_ 

LESSON XL 

SECTION 330.-'Plnte XIX displays tenderness an 

1 
I 

afi:ectton in the well-rounded and sloped letters, iinc 

this showing is emphasized by the long and tem11ci.ou: 
crossing of the" t." The long lonps to the" y's" and 
largR fi11als show a large imagination, while the many 
curls and flourishes depict egotism. The natural se-

\_ 

• 
dex of a sweet and perfectly unselfish natitre. See how 
delicately and perfectly the letters slope, showing the 
firm wi.11 that is ever faithful but never tyrannjcal. The 
generous finals, and each letter of a height showing 
lucidity of thought. Each capital is as perfect as 
though engraved, showing the fastididus care with 
which all work is done. There is no sharpness any
where It is an almost faultless character, political 
and artistic, the fac-sim1le of the writing of a convent 
sister. There is an even spacing between tlie·lines, de
noting the clear judgment, which, combined with the 

other qualities, would not 
permit this person to be led 
far astray. 

PflSSIO~S. 

7=:::: -~?~-
quence of snch a tempecament wouldP~:T:::me sen· 1 
sitiveness where the affections were concerned and the 
easy wounding of the pride. Such a person having 
his heart once set up,,n a certain object would be 
deeply provoked to think that that person should find 
something to admire in another more than in himself. 
There is an almost miserly love for admiration in such 

SEC'l'ION 332. - Under 
this bead is taken into 
consideration, hatred, oru 
elty, murderous intent, 
sensuality, and jealousy. 

Plate X,'[I exhibits the 
sensual nature which thinks 
first of gratifying pe1:so~ 
desires. The heavy shad-

a nature. 

SECTION 331.-The decidedly spiritual nature that 
cares little for worldly pleasure is represented in Plate 
XX. The writing is that of one who writes thus 
naturally, hence it is not a copy hand, but a tr:ie in-

ings and tenacious "t" de
notes one who is not easily baffled. If the "y's" bad 
long and heavily shaded loops, it would show one 
whose imagination would lead him into all kinds of 
folly. He would be audacious and daring. This 
specimen bespeaks more of the gourmand, and yet it 
iS not an illiterate hand. Ver_y good judgment in 
business is shown in the clear spacing and alignment, 
but there is indolence.. also in the rounded, connected 
letters. The finals to the "y's" are club-like, heavy, 
and despotic, expres~ing cruelty, and hatred of those 
wh0 come between him and a coveted object. If the 
letters were more angular, be would not hesitate to take 
life. under certain conditions. Tht.. intellect being 

-$/;.er:,,...,,~ ~'=~~7-~' 
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good an,d some gracitmsness being 
shown in the rounded writing, it 
would denote the polished villian. 
With more pride it might prove in 
many ways a safeguard to him, 
leaving more of the sensuous na
ture of the artist, and the poet 
whose work portrays the .realistic 

~~-r~ 
PLATE XX. in li£e. 
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the right, the , lher& to the 
left, showing a c ual and vas
cillating mind. 'rhe crossings 
of the "t's" are sensual and 
cruel. 'l'he first loop of the 
"m's" are higher than the rest, 
marking the peculiar pride 
that wants to be £rst in every
tlung, intensified by the sel-

~~~-
PLATE XXI. 

SECTION 333. -In Plate XXII we have the dissi
pa1 ed, unscrupulous, untruthful, dual natm e, for 
some of the letters turn one way and sone the 
other. 'The lines of the letters waver, show; ng that 
the nerve force bas befm weakened by some kind of 

fishness. The looped "o's" 
and "a's" display untrutliful

ness, while the nervous and imperfectly formed letters 
depict ill-tern-per, irritability, revengefulness, and 
jealousy in its worst form, and this picture is intensi
fied by the long loops to the letters, which indicate 
that the imagination might run riot: This person 
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would rlo anything that passion or fancy dic
tated. There are no signs -of neatness or or
der. If angry this person would not hesitate 
to stab the offender in the back. It would 
take but little to cause him to become insane, 
the mind is so poorly balanced. 

SECTION 335.-Let the reader carefully 
study these lessons and· then compare the 
writing with that of his friends to see which 
traits predommate in them. He may in a 

PLATE XXIL 

dissipation. Shrewdness and dip1omacy are shown in 
the tapering words, and untruthfulness in the closely
looped "o's" and "a's." Combine duality, cl issipa
tion, untruthfulness, and ambition (.the lines all ascend) 
and the result follows that the person would be cun
ning, calculating. and dishonorable in all 
bis dealings with others. No matter 
what position in the world he may oc
cup_y, let him try to hide his character
istics as he will, they are sure to show, as 
they are inherent, and cannot be fully 
mastered. This person will make money, 
be the means fair or otherwise. 

SECTION 334,-Plate XXIII has not 
-:>nf, redeeming trait. It displays the 
character of a ·degenerate that knows not 
even the first prmciples of honor. The 
beginning of all the letters commencing 
words have the sharp incurve denoting 
"'elfishne11s. Part 6£ the letters slope to 
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short time make a very close analysis. He should al
ways bear in mind that even with a writing -like that 
of Plate XXIII, there might be signs of tenderness and 
high ideals ,vith the lofty pride in t\1e high first loops 
of the '· m" that would overcome many faults. Espe-

PLATE XXIII. 



cially would this be true if the selfish incurves were 

not to be found. , ~ 
Plate XX reveals spiritual purity and noblen ss, 

nevertheless, but for the will power shown, we mi ht 
readily believe the writer would become a mere ill· 
of-the-wiep, blown hither an_d thither by every pas ·ng 
sentiment, or possibly a fit subject for fanaticism or 
even iosanity. 

,. 

The highly intellectual and intuitive, VI", h greater 
sensuality than here manife,ted, woulr1 be a menace to 
society, fOI" the clever libertine is the one most to be 
dreaded. • 

Condensing the work thus, I have given only the 
strongest characteristics. that the in tell 1gent student 
may be enabled to make it of practical use. 

THE END. 
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